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EDITORIALS / EDITORIAUX 

When the Town Planning Institute of Canada was revived after the Second 
World War, it was a tiny group whose members were linked mainly by friendship, 
a common interest and a common cause. They were too few to consider a federal 
form of organisation, their profession too new and too ill-defined for them to think 
of statutory recognition or control of practice. It was natural that in re-establishing 
the long moribund Institute they should think chiefly in terms of creating an 
association which would help the handful of planners strung across the country to 
meet and to exchange ideas and experience. It was natural that the constitution of 
the Institute should reflect that purpose, and that it should envisage its provincial 
branches merely as offshoots of the national body. 

But as time went on, the situation changed. As the numerical strength of the 
profession increased, planners became increasingly preoccupied with the circum
stances and needs of their own provinces. In particular, with a growing sense of 
real professionalism, many of them began to feel a deep concern about the activities 
of unqualified people who called themselves planners, and about the claims of other 
professions to territory which the increasingly confident planners regarded as their 
own; and so they began to think of securing protection for the practice of planning 
under provincial law. Thus, in several parts of Canada thinking turned toward the 
need for strong organisation on a provincial basis. 

This was a natural and indeed a desirable development. Since it indicated that 
planners were becoming concerned about such problems as professional standards, 
relations with other professions, and the need to secure political attention at the 
provincial level, to a very considerable extent it marked the coming of age of town 
planning as a profession, no longer merely a minor offshoot of other professions or 
a cause to be struggled for by socially conscious amateurs. If we accept that planning 
is a profession in its own right, and it is not likely that there are many readers of 
this journal who will dispute that, then it must be accepted not only that a provincial 
level of organisation is necessary but that a number of important functions must be 
carried out at this level. The law within which every professional planner must 
conduct his trade is provincial law. The policies which determine the extent and 
effectiveness of planning in general are provincial policies. The government which 
gives planners legal recognition and the right to control practice, should they decide 
to seek such recognition and powers, is provincial government. To deny the 
importance of professional organisation at the provincial level in favour of an 
all-embracing national organisation is to deny the profession the status-and the 
responsibilities-which have gradually been won for it. 

The failure of the TPIC's present constitution to make adequate provision for 
its members' needs at the provincial level is made evident by the fact that during 
the last seven or eight years the planners of three provinces (Quebec, British 
Columbia and Saskatchewan) established associations entirely outside the frame
work of the national Institute, while in only two provinces, Alberta and Manitoba, 
were provincial branches of TPIC set up. While many members of the independent 
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provincial bodies were also members of TPIC, it was quite obvious that the 
situation was unsatisfactory and that the Institute's claim to be a genuinely national 
organisation representing all Canadian professional planners was seriously jeopar
dised. Consequently, the Council of the Institute set up a Co-Ordinating Committee 
comprising representatives of all organisations of planners in Canada, whether or 
not formally associated with TPIC, and this Committee eventually produced a 
report which formed the basis of an amendment to the by-laws of the Institute, 
adopted by the 1965 Annual Meeting in Winnipeg but not yet approved by the 
Secretary of State, which would make it possible for the independent provincial 
organisations to become associated with TPIC in such a way that they would retain 
their autonomy while the Institute could regain its status as the body which 
represented the great majority of Canadian planners. The amendment provides that: 

"The Council may recognise in place of a provincial association (i.e., a branch 
of the Institute itself) one organisation of professional planners within a province, 
or within two or more provinces, when it is satisfied that it is in the best interests 
of the Institute so to do, and in considering recognition the Council shall have 
regard among other factors to ... " 

various considerations including membership requirements, eligibility for member
ship of TPIC members, and the right of TPIC members to practise in the province 
concerned. 

The amendment would also permit the Council of the Institute to make special 
arrangements with an "affiliated provincial organisation" regarding such matters 
as reciprocal admissions to membership, payment of dues and handling of mem
bership applications. 

Finally, the amendment would permit each provincial association and affiliated 
provincial organisation to appoint one member to the Council of the Institute. 

Thus there would be three possible stages of professional organisation at the 
provincial level within the new TPIC framework. There might be none, or organi
sation in local chapters only; there might be a provincial association, a branch of 
the national Institute with its own representatives on Council; or there might be an 
autonomous organisation linked to TPIC only by a bilateral agreement but never
theless also entitled to a representative on Council. At present, the Atlantic 
provinces, Ontario (by a curious anomaly, since it has a third of the Institute's 
membership) and Manitoba (whose chapter might, however, be expected to become 
a provincial association) are at the first stage; Alberta at the second; and British 
Columbia, Saskatchewan and Quebec potentially at the third. 

The purpose of the proposed changes in the Institute's constitution is thoroughly 
laudable. But might these changes, if put into effect, not eventually sap the strength 
and undermine the purpose of the national Institute to the point where it became 
an empty shell? 

The essence of the federal system is the principle that there are certain functions 
which can best be performed by, for and within the different parts of the country, 
but for certain other purposes it is desirable for all the parts to act in concert 
through a common agency. In the case of the planning profession, the latter group 
includes, principally, three functions: the maintenance of a minimum standard of 
professional competence across the country (including the freedom, in principle, of 
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anyone meeting this standard to practise in any province) and generally the 
protection and strengthening of standards of practice and ethics; promoting the 
dissemination and exchange of information among members of the profession 
through this journal, through national conferences and other appropriate means; 
and representing the profession on matters of concern to it at the national level. 
Would the altered constitution be compatible with the effective performance of 
these functions? 

It must be borne in mind that while the amendments may have been adopted 
primarily to accommodate three provincial organisations already in existence, there 
would be nothing to prevent groups of planners in any other province, members of 
the Institute or not, properly qualified or not, from attempting to take advantage 
of them. Indeed, it is not unreasonable to expect that in those provinces where 
there will be no substantial number of qualified planners in the foreseeable future, 
there would be considerable pressure on the Institute to recognise as affiliated 
organisations groups of people who might in some way regard themselves as 
planners but who did not meet the present membership requirements of the Insti
tute. Even if this did not occur it must be assumed that as new provincial organi
sations were established they would take the new form rather than the old because 
of the greater freedom of action which it would give, and the existing Alberta 
Association and Manitoba Chapter might well follow suit one day. 

It must also be recalled that in recognising an affiliated organisation the Council 
would not be required to insist that its members be members of TPIC, or even 
meet TPIC standards; it would not be required to insist that TPIC members be 
eligible for admission to the provincial organisation, or, should licensing powers be 
obtained, to practise in the province; it would not be required to insist on any 
particular financial contribution from the provincial organisation or its members 
to the national body. It is thus possible to envisage a future TPIC which would 
not be in any meaningful sense even a federation of provincial organisations with 
common standards (which might be considered a perfectly reasonable objective), 
but merely, to use an analogy, a group of sovereign states linked by a series of 
bilateral treaties to an impotent central secretariat. 

It is not impugning either the good intentions or the integrity of the present 
Council or its predecessor to point out that this situation would hold dangers for 
the Institute which cannot be dismissed as mere figments of the imagination. If 
TPIC is to maintain professional standards across the country, it must be in a 
position to ensure that its standards are upheld in every province. If it is to be an 
effective medium for the exchange of information and ideas, it must have the 
resources to do so. If it is to speak strongly and clearly on behalf of Canadian 
planners, it must genuinely be the voice of the whole profession, not just part of it. 
If the Institute cannot do these things it will soon dwindle to impotence and 
insignificance. Unfortunately, the new constitution would give no guarantee that it 
would be able to do so. Perhaps it would work well; perhaps it would, as it is 
intended to do, bring about a degree of professional unity without seriously 
weakening the Institute's standards and effectiveness. It is greatly to be hoped that 
if the new amendments take effect, this will prove to be the case. But the piecemeal 
amendment of a constitution, as of a comprehensive plan, in order to deal with an 
immediate problem may endanger the whole structure. As Professor Begin points 
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out in his comments, the nature of its organisation is only one of the quite basic 
issues confronting the Institute. The time for a complete review of our profession's 
"comprehensive plan" has arrived. 

N.H.R. 

Les derniers amendements proposes a la charte d'incorporation de l'Institut 
d'Urbanisme du Canada, lors du Congres de Winnipeg apportent-ils une reponse 
valable aux multiples questions que pose l'avenir de cet organisme national? II est 
permis d'en douter; en substance ii s'agit tout au plus de passerelles lancees vers 
Ies corporations et associations professionnelles provinciales dans le but de con
solider les liens et de favoriser la reciprocite. Envisages sous l'angle administratif, 
c'est une manoeuvre Iouable qui agit comme une soupape pour soulager la tension 
latente creee par !'esprit de la Charte actuelle, responsable dans une large mesure 
de la structure monolithique qui fut celle de l'I.U.C. jusqu'en 1961. 

Cependant vus sous !'angle plus vaste d'une mesure Iegale, lies aux objectifs d'une 
politique d'avenir concertee, les amendements precites apparaissent analogiquement 
comme des modifications apportees en derniere heure a un reglement de zonage 
pour legaliser une excroissance urbaine sporadique. Que ces excroissances soient 
en elles-meme bonnes ou mauvaises, la n'est pas la question. Le probleme veritable 
est que ces amendements ont ete adoptes avant la revision periodique et devenue 
pressante de la politique de l'Institut. Ainsi, bonnes ou mauvaises, les nouvelles 
relations devront etre considerees comme un fait accompli. 

Aucune prise de position du Conseil ou de l'Assemblee Generale, fait connu, n'a 
determine avec satisfaction jusqu'ici si le role eventuel de l'Institut devra se traduire 
par (a) un accroissement de ses effectifs ou, a !'inverse (b) par une diminution de 
ceux-ci (limitation qui serait fonction des criteres d'admission plus rigoureux). 

Dans une autre sphere on pourrait restreindre ou elargir le champs d'interet de 
l'Institut. Cette derniere option serait favorisee par la multiplication de paliers 
d'echanges avec les autres disciplines reliees a la planification. Les raisons de cette 
inquietude sont nombreuses. 

L'evolution rapide et recente des evenements dans le domaine de la planification 
conduit non seulement a une revision des concepts de l'urbanisme, mais aussi a 
celle des objectifs d'un Institut qui se consacre a la defense des interets de cette 
discipline. 

Les limites du champs d'action de Ia profession sont fluides par nature, ainsi en 
est-il par voie de consequence de la definition des fonctions. Les horizons de Ia 
science constamment elargis par !'experimentation creent ou ferment des avenues 
d'interet selon les cas, et entrainent ainsi !'installation d'intermediaires nouveaux 
dans le processus de planification, jusqu'a recemment reserve a l'urbaniste seul. 

Les sciences ne sont pas Jes seules a changer, comme les marees, Jes horizons de 
Ia profession. Des definitions plus claires du jeu des facteurs (economiques, sociaux, 
politiques, du milieu ambiant, etc.) degagent des niveaux d'action de plus en plus 
distincts mais aussi intimement lies et guides Jes uns et les autres par des ensembles 
particuliers de regles. De la ville, cellule mere, s'est ouvert !'horizon Iogique 
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macroscopique de la region et ses multiples, et par la necessite de la rigueur 
d'application des mesures, !'horizon "microscopique" des aires urbaines fonction
nelles (habitation, commerce, institution, industrie, reseaux) qui ont chacune leur 
vie autonome. 

L'un et l'autre de ces paliers requiert non seulement un planificateur "compre
hensive" OU "generaliste" mais aussi des intermediaires avec specialisation parti
culiere. N'assistons-nous pas presentement a !'apparition de specialistes charges 
d'elaborer des politiques et des plans pour les aires caracterisees de la cite et des 
zones a fonctions multiples integrees? 

Non seulement se pose ainsi le problemes des discussions classiques du "genera
liste" et du "specialiste" de l'urbanisme, mais celui aussi de la place que doit 
preparer l'Institut aux intermediaires (le programmateur, les sociologues, econo
mistes, administrateurs, ingenieurs-planificateurs, etc.). 

A cette preoccupation s'ajoute aussi celle du role que doit assumer l'Institut 
comme organisme national, dans l'optique d'une societe savante, face aux quatre 
types de statuts qui partagent les urbanistes du Canada, soient les membres de 
corporations professionnelles, ceux des societes provinciales (societes savantes) et 
des "chapitres" de l'I.U.C., et ceux qui n'appartiennent a aucun de ces groupements. 
Il faut aussi tenir compte, en complement, de !'emergence, en nombre de plus en 
plus considerable, de planificateurs sociaux, economiques et autres a:ffectes princi
palement au service d'organismes publics et de leur eventuel groupement en 
associations ou corporations professionnelles. 

Ce role est d'autant plus difficile a definir que les conceptions de l'urbanisme et 
de l'amenagement du territoire de meme que !'orientation des politiques sociales et 
economiques varient d'une province a l'autre. Par exemple, le Quebec oriente son 
effort notamment au niveau regional dans le sens d'un role d'appui et d'entraine
ment; l'Ontario accentue le sien au niveau des villes et des groupements metro
politains. 

Les relations entre les ecoles d'urbanisme et d'amenagement du territoire et les 
organismes publics responsables de la formulation et de !'application des politiques 
de ces disciplines ne seront pas non plus sans entrainer des differences, peut-etre 
marquees, dans le programme d'enseignement agreant ainsi des candidats de niveaux 
academiques et de qualifications differentes. Le cours post-gradue de deux ans est 
a peine generalise qu'il est question dans plusieurs ecoles de le porter a trois. Par 
ailleurs, on tente serieusement dans d'autres milieux l'opportunite d'organiser un 
cours de cinq ans au niveau sous-gradue. Consequemment, il devient evident que 
les corporations professionnelles et les societes provinciales refleteront de plus en 
plus au niveau de leurs interets et leurs exigences d'admission, les differences qui 
caracterisent la geographie du Canada. 

Bien d'autres manifestations des activites du monde de la planification, activites 
deja decelees OU tout au moins previsibles, pourraient etre evoquees. Cet article ne 
se propose pas d'en faire une enumeration. Plusieurs des idees soulevees ici ont 
fait d'ailleurs l'objet de discussion lors de l'historique rencontre des directeurs 
d'ecole d'urbanisme, des membres du Conseil de l'I.U.C. et des representants de la 
S.C.H.L. au Massey College de Toronto en 1963. 

Toutefois si les deliberations de l'assemblee generale du Congres de Winnipeg 
servent de justification et de support a nos commentaires c'est parce qu'elles ne 
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permettent pas d'entrevoir une solution satisfaisante aux nombreuses questions 
soulevees par l'actuelle crise de croissance de l'Institut. Le probleme de son 
orientation reste entier. Meme si la question est complexe, peut-on supposer que 
l'I.U.C., composee essentiellement de planificateurs, n'est pas en mesure de proceder 
a une revision judicieuse de sa politique? Bien qu'il soit inopportun de douter de 
l'habilete de l'Institut a s'acquitter de cette tache, on ne peut toutefois eviter de 
souligner que ce probleme aigti demeure sans solution. 

The Editors propose to devote an 
issue of PLAN, in the very near future, 
to a discussion of "planning as a pro
fession"-the training, role, and special 
problems of the town planner as a 
professional man. Three valuable contri
butions on this subject have already 
been made available. If any of our 
readers would care to add their views, 
either in the form of full articles or 
brief notes or comments, would they 
kindly advise the Editor or Associate 
Editor as soon as possible. Such contri
butions will be most welcome. 

B.J.B. 

Les redacteurs de PLAN consacre
ront, prochainement, un numero entier 
de la revue sur "La Profession de 
l'Urbanisme"-son role et ses problemes 
particuliers ... , la formation de l'ur
baniste . . . - Trois communications 
interessantes attendent la publication. 
Les lecteurs desireux d'offrir une contri
bution, sous forme d'articles ou de 
notes, sont pries d'en aviser le redacteur 
OU le redacteur-adjoint a leur plus breve 
convenance. Toute participation sera 
vivement appreciee, 



THE LESSONS OF THE NETHERLANDS 
IN NATIONAL PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Gerald Hodge 
Professor Hodge, of the Division of Town and 
Regional Planning at the University of Toronto, is 
a graduate of the University of British Columbia. 
He holds an M.C.P. from the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley and a Ph.D. in City and Regional 
Planning from M.l.T. He has worked for the Centre 
for Community Studies at the University of Sas
katchewan and as a planning consultant in British 
Columbia and Puerto Rico. 

Traditionally, the Dutch are commended to the young people of the western 
world in lessons of neatness, cleanliness, and industry. To many young, under
developed nations the Netherlands can also be commended for their efforts in pro
moting sound and orderly national physical development. For here is a country 
that, despite its limited resources and fast increasing population, has been able to 
talce full advantage of modern technology and provide a high level of physical 
well-being for its inhabitants. Moreover, these results have been achieved although 
the Netherlands possesses the lowest per capita income among the developed 
nations of western Europe. Notwithstanding the inadequacy of this measure of a 
country's development, it seems significant that Holland's annual per capita income 
is in the same category as such countries as Venezuela and Israel, which cannot be 
said to be nearly as developed. 

Given its tenuous position, literally between land and sea, the Dutch have prac
tised with a high degree of rationality the art of conservation of their physical base. 
Their efforts have ranged from land reclamation to farm consolidation, from indus
trial decentralization to urban housing control, and from the preservation of the 
natural landscape to the practice of water economies. These efforts have become 
an accepted part of Dutch life and are now within a strong institutional framework. 
Artur Glikson has summarized the Dutch efforts as being directed at both "con
solidation and colonization. "1 It is an apt description of activities which include 
"consolidating" the urban pattern of western Holland and securing the nation 
against the sea as well as "colonizing" the reclaimed polders of the Zuider Zee and 
revitalizing the communities in the depressed region of eastern Holland. 

Following sections of this paper describe briefly the landscape, resource base, 
and settlement pattern of the country and then turn to a review of the major policies 
and programs comprising the Dutch efforts to meet the challenge of physical 
development. A final section draws out the lessons of these efforts for other 
development situations. 

THE COUNTRY, THE LAND, THE PEOPLE 
The Netherlands area is small, only 15,040 square miles, and a considerable 

part is still covered by water (upwards of 20 per cent). The Netherlands is mainly a 
1Artur Glikson, Regional Planning and Development, (Leiden: Sijthoff, 1955), p. 90. 
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flat country-the average elevation is only 3 7 feet above mean sea level-lying 
behind the sea-wall of North Sea dunes or man-made dykes. Half the total area 
of the country is subject to either sea or river flooding in the absence of dykes (see 
Figure 1). The landscape is generally uniform and is given coherence by the works 
of man to impound and repel the water. Almost one-fifth of Holland's land area 
has been reclaimed from the sea. The Dutch have wrested a better living from this 
tenuous environment by these efforts and the institutional devices by which such 
activities have been possible and are maintained are the basis of important lessons 
for others. 

The larger setting of the Netherlands is another important aspect of the country's 
development. The greater part of the nation is situated on a delta which is formed 
by three rivers-the Rhine, Maas, and Scheidt. It has for centuries acted as a 
gateway to the continent. The Rhine is by far the most important for the access 
it gives to the great mining and industrial areas of the Saar and Ruhr. Major high
ways and railways parallel this route that is still important for its barge traffic. 
The Maas and Scheidt Rivers give access to valuable mining and industrial areas 
of Belgium. This proximity to world oceans and access to the interior of Europe 
has been a dominant factor in determining the settlement pattern of Holland. 
Sequences of towns have grown up along the waterways, such as Utrecht, Arnhem, 
Eindoven, Amersfoort, and Dordecht. And at the ocean are the great ports of 
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The latter places have grown tremendously since World 
War II to the extent that a huge conurbation has come into being, the Rond
stad, with its several million people. 2 Urbanization is much less pronounced in 
eastern and southern parts of the country where the economy is based more on 
mining and agriculture rather than trade and industry. 

Resource distribution has contributed to a definite regional structure in this small 
country. The location of different soil types has exerted an influence on agriculture 
as well as on the culture and the economic structure. It suggests two rather distinct 
regions.3 (1) The deep clay and peat soils near the western and northern coasts 
are the basis of a rich horticultural and dairy economy. Here, too, are found the 
large harbours, the heavy industries, and the centres of commerce and administra
tion. The population is highly industrious, intelligent, and critical; it tends to be 
associated with the Protestant faith. This region comprises the provinces of North 
and South Holland, Zeeland, Friesland, and most of Groningen, and Utrecht. (2) 
The sandy soils and peat bogs on the higher elevations to the south and east form 
the other region. The agriculture is generally of a mixed variety and there are many 
small and poor farms there. Textile and other light industries are found in the 
area apparently to take advantage of the cheap and unskilled labour of the region. 
The population is often resentful of "rich" Holland; it adheres to a strong family 
system which is buttressed by the Roman Catholic faith that prevails. It comprises 
the provinces of Drente, Brabant, Limburg, and parts of Overijessel, and Gelder
land. (See Figure 2.) 

The basic national planning problem of the Netherlands has been stated as 
2J. P. Thijsse, "Metropolitan Planning in the Netherlands: Conurbation Holland," in 

"Regional Planning," United Nations, Housing, Building and Planning, 12/13(1959), pp. 
170-179. 

3Artur Glikson, Report on Regional Planning and Development in the Netherlands, Plan
ning Division, Hakyra, Israel, Publication No. 8, 1951, pp. 17ff. 
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the "pinching scarcity of land to meet the ever-increasing demands for food pro
duction, for living and working, in a country already developed above the 
average."4 Between 1900 and 1960, the area for agriculture has been increased by 
about 1,600 square miles, or 15 per cent of the total land area. About 25 per cent 
of this has been won from the water, and the remainder from wasteland. Over 
the same period, however, urban encroachment has meant the loss of over 400,000 
acres and this trend is expected to continue at the rate of 8,000 acres per year. It 
is unlikely that more than 300,000 acres of additional land can be wrested from 
the sea.5 The pattern of national land use is as listed in Table I. 

TABLE I 
LAND USE IN THE NETHERLANDS 

Agriculture: 
Horticulture 
Arable Land 
Pasture 

Forest 

Land Use 

Wasteland (dunes, etc.) 
Urban areas, roads, canals, airfields 

TOTAL 

Area (sq. miles) 

502 
3,861 
5,212 

965 
772 

1,158 

12,470 

% of total 

4.0 
31.0 
41.8 
7.7 
6.2 
9.3 

100.0 

Source: J. Vink, "National Land Use Planning-Netherlands," 1954. 

On this land base must be accommodated an ever-increasing population. The 
growth rate is currently about 1.5 per cent per year and between 1950 and 1960 
the gross density of population on the land increased from 843 per square mile to 
892 per square mile. In this situation, the strictest economies must be practised in 
the use of all land. Programs of rural development have been carried on for many 
years in the realm of land re-parcelling and farm consolidation, water conservation 
and the prevention of salt penetration of farm lands, and in the rationalization of 
agricultural production. In the long term, however, the increasing population must 
be accommodated on other than agricultural land. Further industrialization and 
further urbanization must absorb most of the new growth in population. And so, 
questions of residential density in new and existing urban areas, of industrial 
development patterns, and of urban services have become of national importance. 
Thus, even in such a highly populated country there is thought to be room for 
further growth in numbers by rationalizing the disparities in industrial distribution 
among regions and through directed structural changes in farming. 

The population of the Netherlands in 1960 stood at 11,400,000 and made it then 
the most densely settled country in the world at 892 persons per square mile. In 
contrast, the gross density of the United States was only 53 persons per square mile 

4J. Vink, "National Land Use Planning-Netherlands," Proceedings of the International 
Congress for Housing and Town Planning, Edinburgh, 1954. 

5Netherlands, Government Information Service, Physical Plan11ing in the Netherla11ds, (The 
Hague: August 1955), p. 11. 
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in 1960 and the figures for France, 201, Great Britain, 540; or for Asian countries 
the comparative figures were Ceylon, 275, Korea, 550, and Japan, 555. Even with 
a continued policy to encourage emigration to other countries, the outflow of 
30,000 per year will still leave considerable growth and the population is expected 
to grow to over 13,000,000 by 1980. 

It should also be noted that the density of population varies within the country. 
The rural provinces to the south and east had densities well below half of the 
national average, while the western provinces which are highly urbanized had 
densities nearly two and one-half times the national average. 6 Population growth in 
the latter area is due mainly to the high in-migration from the rural provinces, 
whereas the mining and manufacturing areas in the south and east have a balance 
of migration. 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND PLANNING 
Throughout the Dutch national physical planning runs a single thread: adapta

tion of the country's traditional regional structure to the demands of contemporary 
society and economy, and to population pressure. This thread is comprised of 
several strands which reflect differences in planning problems that face the various 
parts of the country. The significance of this point is that the planning instruments 
and the institutional framework for planning in the Netherlands have been devised 
in response to both the individuality and the commonality of regional problems. 
Glikson provides an overview of each major region's problems and the planning 
aims that have prevailed there. 7 An examination of these will help in understanding 
the context of national physical planning. 

( 1) North Brabant is characterized by extensive subdivision of its agricultural 
holdings and mixed-farming on sandy soils where the yields are often so low 
they cannot support the farmer. The area also suffers from a lack of strong 
regional service centres. Numerous industries have dispersed along main lines 
of transportation, having been attracted to the area by cheap labour. Some 
parts have become depressed urban industrial areas of high congestion and 
population pressure. Here, planning aims at easing the pressure on agri
cultural land by agrarian reforms, and at preventing population exodus to the 
big industrial centres by strengthening the small towns, some 38 of them, with 
industry. Preservation of the social and moral milieu of the North Brabant 
parishes has been a primary consideration in framing the industrial decen
tralization scheme. 

(2) Groningen with its regions of rich clay farming and traditionally strong ser
vice centres poses settlement problems of a different nature. Industrial 
development is small and the over-all population density is lower than the 
national average. Physical development, here, is primarily concentric with all 
roads leading to the main regional towns and with a fairly regular dispersal 
of secondary centres. The planning problem springs from the fact that the 
traditional regional structure does not always conform to the development 

6W. Steigenga, "The Urbanization of the Netherlands", (mimeo), October 21, 1959. 
7GJikson, Regional Planning and Development, op. cit. 
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of contemporary communications, commerce, and industry. Industrial plants 
devoted to servicing agriculture have tended to concentrate in a few centres, 
thus causing disjunctures in old established towns. The aim has been to 
encourage the development of industry, services, and population increase at 
certain regional focal points. 

(3) The problems of Western Holland are different again: here are the areas of 
highest congestion of people, buildings and urban areas. Three international 
cities and several smaller but no less important industrial, institutional, and 
residential cities are clustered here. To the present, these urban entities have 
maintained functional and spatial identity through a highly developed "cres
cent" of transport and communications. Agricultural land within the crescent 
has been left largely intact by urbanization. This area is, in fact, not only the 
economic and cultural centre of Holland, but also one of the most important 
centres in Central Europe. Its future depends, therefore, upon national and 
international development. Planning, here, is concerned with preventing any 
further agglomeration of the various towns, maintaining the agricultural area 
within the crescent, limiting the size of the conurbation, and directing the 
overspill to other parts of the country. 

( 4) The development of a reclaimed area such as the Northeast Polder has been 
a physical planning problem from the beginning. Bringing such a project to 
fruition involves consideration of the internal settlement pattern, the regional 
interrelationships, the socio-economic structure of the communities, and, lat
terly, the staging of growth. Now, with the "colonization" process complete, 
the area must take its place with other regions of the country and, thus, 
become susceptible to the interplay of market forces and population 
movements. 

Fm. 1 Fm. 2 
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The Institutional Framework for Physical Planning.8 Netherlands' governmental 
administration reflects a jealously guarded principle of decentralization. The basis 
of this principle is a traditional local autonomy that grew up with the independent 
trading centres of Holland's past. In fact, municipalities accrue their power 
because of their own pre-existence rather than as creatures of the state as in the 
North Americ.an case. They have every power unless a higher authority (province 
or nation) pre-empts the field. Each municipality enjoys equal status regardless 
of size. Provinces act as "Deputed States" but draw their personality from the 
group of municipalities comprising their territory. The national government is 
somewhat of an institutional latecomer; its power has risen as the need has come 
to respond to various national emergencies such as water management, and in 
recent years, the spatial imbalance of the economy and the pressure of urbanization. 

A three-tier system thus emerges in the national planning machinery and is 
adjusted to the organization of central, provincial, and local government. For 
example, ( 1) local planning departments deal regulatively with building applica
tions and actively prepare local development schemes; (2) provincial planning 
services deal regulatively with local development plans and actively prepare regional 
development schemes; and ( 3) the National Planning Service deals regulatively 
with regional plans and actively prepares national schemes. 

The principle of decentralization was valid and could work effectively as long 
as the municipalities could claim independence of action as a realistic outlook in 
physical development. Or, as had been recognized in the case of water manage
ment, where there was a consensus that concerted action at national level was 
necessary for problem-solving. In recent years, as examples of the latter have 
become more and more the rule in the Netherlands, functional decentralization 
among the various levels of government has proved cumbersome, if not artificial. 
For at the central government level more agencies were becoming involved in land 
use development at the local level, sometimes in conflict with each other and often 
with provincial and municipal agencies. 

The Ministry of Housing and Building has the primary co-ordinating power over 
the national government's efforts in national physical planning. Inevitably, other 
agencies also become involved in this process because of concern over land use 
manifestations in their own programs or as entrenched interests in a particular field, 
as for example: the Ministries of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food ( agrarian de
velopment schemes, forestry, landscaping), of Hydraulic, Transport and Public 
Works (water management, roads, canals, railways, reclamation), of Economic 
Affairs (industry, power), of Education, Arts and Sciences ( recreation, conserva
tion), of Labour and Health (manpower, water supply), of Social Work (social 
development schemes), of Home Affairs (provincial and municipal boundaries), 
and, of course, the Ministry of Finance. 

Currently, efforts are going on to promote greater co-ordination and co-operation 
within and between various agencies of government that are involved in physical 
planning. In this sense, the Netherlands represents somewhat of a paradox: planning 
of all types is generally accepted and is in operation throughout government, but 
does not possess any single agency or policy focus. 

8This section has been formulated from information drawn from Vink, Glikson, and the 
Netherlands Government Information Service sources already cited above. 
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Principal Planning Instruments. Physical planning in the Netherlands, according 
to the foregoing, takes place in an institutional framework that features structural 
decentralization among three levels of government and administrative dispersion 
within various levels. In terms of planning instruments, this means there is no 
single hierarchy of implementation measures. At best, there are several pyramids 
reflecting the interests of different fields such as urban land use, water manage
ment, agriculture, industrial location. Moreover, the planning instruments are not 
the purvey of any single agency. Below are listed the principal legislative and 
operational instruments of planning. 

The Housing Acts. As in many other countries, so it was in Holland that the 
first explicit legislation dealing with control of the urban physical environment was 
housing legislation. In 1901, a Housing Act was passed which was, for its time, 
very comprehensive. It provided not only for local building ordinances with 
appropriate condemnation sanctions, but also for municipal plans and required 
those towns over 10,000 population to produce one. Subsequent revisions of the 
Act sharpened further the distinctions between housing and planning as well as 
evolved more fitting and stringent controls over both. In the field of housing, during 
the period up to World War II, the Act added provisions for rent control and 
subsidies, guarantees for mortgages, and supports to house-building activities of 
housing associations and municipalities. 9 

In 1931, a revision of the Housing Act broadened the scope of physical plan
ning by recognizing the need for supra-municipal planning. Municipalities were 
required under the new provisions to prepare "extension plans" for areas that 
would likely come into urban use with town expansion; the Provinces were enabled 
to undertake regional planning. The idea of national planning was born during 
the 1930's and a Royal Commission study just prior to World War II prompted 
the formal introduction of national planning by special Order in 1941. The latter 
legislation provided for surveys and studies on the national level, framing of 
national planning policy, and some kind of national plan; it also revised regional 
planning law in this new light.10 

Housing law, by 1950, had become quite separate from physical planning legis
lation. The immediate post-war policy was characterized by drastic State interven
tion in housing and building as the country struggled to right itself from the devas
tations of war. A certain stability having been attained by 1950, the Government 
turned control for housing back to the municipalities, but under the aegis of new 
legislation: the Reconstruction and Rent Acts, and revisions to housing law. 11 As 
of 1960, a completely new Housing Act was submitted giving the central govern
ment more control over the standards in local building ordinances.12 

The Physical Planning Acts. Following World War II, efforts were made to 
arrive at completely new, all-embracing physical planning legislation. The sub
stance of all legislation previously included in the various Housing Acts was 

9Netherlands, Ministry of Reconstruction and Housing, Introduction to the Housing Prob
lem (The Hague: Netherlands Government Information Service, 1953), pp. 7-10. 

lOJ, Vink, op. cit. 
llNetherlands, Ministry of Housing and Building, Building in the Netherlands 1945-59, 

(Rotterdam: Bouwcentrum, 1959), pp. 9ff. 
12Netherlands, Ministry of Housing and Building, "A New Legal Arrangement for Physical 

Planning and Housing in the Netherlands", The Hague, Sept. 1960, p. 9. 
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incorporated in a temporary National and Regional Planning Law in 1950. From 
that time, study has continued in the draft of a new law; this was submitted to the 
Government in 1960. Its major provisions are: ( 1) development of a "coherent" 
national planning policy [not a comprehensive national plan!]; (2) institution of 
the State Physical Planning Commission as an over-all government co-ordinating 
body in physical developments; (3) plans for all or part of any province may be 
prepared; ( 4) municipalities are obliged to draw up plans for land outside the 
built-up area.18 

A State Physical Planning Service has been in existence since 1950 under the 
Ministry of Housing and Building. This agency services the Planning Commission 
in terms of technical advice on national and regional plans, and interim develop
ment control. Membership of this commission is made up of officials of ministries 
interested in land use, the Central Bureau of Statistics, the Central Planning 
[Economic] Bureau, and outside experts. The Physical Planning Service may also 
supervise national planning activities in the provinces and municipalities. In 1954, 
this agency had a staff of 57 people, all located at a headquarters office in The 
Hague. 14 

Provincial Physical Planning Services are provided for under the 1950 tempo
rary legislation. Their duties parallel those of the State agency, but at the provincial 
level. The recent legislation is concerned with establishing in law the role of Pro
vincial Physical Planning Commissions as a basis for co-ordination for physical 
development. There is already general recognition of the planning activity in all 
provinces and each has a provincial service. 

Control Over Built-Up Area. The municipality is the primary agent of control 
in urban and other built-up areas. Four tools are used widely: 15 (1) Extension 
Plans, to cover future potential development in buildable areas; (2) the Recon
struction Act, which placed responsibility locally to acquire and re-plan war
damaged areas; (3) Building Codes, to help prevent deterioration of structures, 
including condemnation powers; ( 4) Expropriation, the power to acquire real 
estate for future town development. The latter power was vested in municipalities 
over a hundred years ago in the Expropriations Act of 1851; it remains today a 
key instrument of the local authority to assure private development as and when 
needs dictate. General town plans also exist for 90 per cent of Holland's more than 
1,000 municipalities. 

Land Reallotment. Since 1924, there has been a legal basis whereby the Central 
Government could undertake consolidation of fragmented agricultural holdings. 
The policy was based on the fact that agriculture in large parts of the country was 
found to be deteriorating through excessively small subdivision of farms (primo
geniture) as well as from problems of drainage, inaccessibility of farms, and loca
tion of buildings. The early legislation dealt almost entirely with reallotment of 
land: annulment of existing property lines, pooling and redistribution on a more 
rational layout. A more comprehensive law governing reallotment was passed in 
1938 and a complete revision in 1954 produced the present Land Consolidation 

18/bid., pp. 3-4. 
14J. Vink, op cit. 
15Tb. M. Gundlach, "Urban Land Policies: Netherlands", United Nations Housing and 

Town and Country Planning, Bulletin No. 7, 1953, pp. 98-102. 
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Act. The latter Act provides for "overall land improvement on a regional basis."16 

Under this legislation it is expected that over 3,250,000 acres, 70 per cent of all 
agricultural land, will eventually come under a consolidation scheme. 

The Government Service for Land and Water Use of the Ministry of Agriculture 
is the agency primarily responsible for land consolidation schemes at the Central 
Government level. And since farm redevelopment involves plans for roads, canals, 
towns, industry, education, etc., projects are carried out under supervision of a 
Central Consolidation Committee, a co-ordinating body of interested ministries and 
outside interests. Actual execution is in the hands of local land improvement 
societies with technical and financial aid from the Government Service. A project 
does not come into being, however, unless there is local application for it to the 
affected Provincial Government. 

Water Management and Reclamation. The widespread consensus regarding the 
need to control the "common enemy" of water is one of the very few fields where 
almost complete power for policy making and implementation has been vested 
outside local government. In this case the Ministry of Hydraulic, Transport, and 
Public Works (commonly called the "Rijkswaterstaat") of the State is the domi
nant agency. Parenthetically, the importance of water control to the Dutch has 
tended to endow this body with great power and influence, much as has occurred 
with the Corps of Engineers in the United States.17 

In operation, the Rijkswaterstaat often undertakes projects through a develop
ment corporation device. This is the case with the project for enclosing the Zuider 
Zee and reclamation of 55,000 acres of land. The Ministry formed the Board of 
Zuider Zee Works to carry out construction; subsequently, a development authority, 
the Zuider Zee Polders Development and Colonization Authority, took over the 
building up of the reclaimed polders. This major project was initiated with legis
lation passed in 1918; it is not expected to be completed until 1980. In a parallel 
way the Delta Service was set up in the Ministry to implement a vast plan for 
protection of Holland's delta area. 

Land reclamation is only one among several important development objectives 
in Dutch water management activities. The reduction of coastline that is susceptible 
to attack from tides; the reduction of salt penetration in soils adjoining the sea, 
estuaries and canals; better quality control over drinking water; and the provision 
of water recreation space are among the most important corollary objectives. 

Industrial Development Areas. An active national industrialization policy has 
been conducted since the end of World War II. By 1952, it became clear that a 
number of regions had serious, prolonged structural unemployment. At that time 
a bill was passed according to which government incentives would be created to 
encourage new industries to settle in these regions. Incentives have included 
government construction of extensive transport facilities, preparation of industrial 
estates, subsidies on plant construction, and vocational education to citizens of the 
depressed areas.18 Nine regions have been declared development areas along with 
four municipalities that were also deemed to be in need of industrial development. 

16Netherlands, Government Service for Land and Water Use, Guide to Basin Soil Areas 
and the River District, 1958(?). 

17cf., Arthur Maas, Muddy Waters (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951). 
18D, P.I.O. Stornebrink, "Development Areas in the Netherlands", pamphlet, Rotterdam, 

1956. 
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The possible social consequences of industrialization in areas of backward develop
ment have been anticipated; an Interdepartmental Commission for Developing Areas 
was established in 1952 upon instigation of the Ministry of Social Work. 19 

Nature Protectfon. Of great importance to the people of this intensively 
developed land is the privilege of access to natural and recreation areas. Much 
private initiative has resulted in legislation for the protection of forests and other 
natural areas-the Forestry Act of 1899 and the Natural Beauty Act of 1928. As 
well, the State Planning Service maintains continuous surveillance over this aspect 
of national development. 20 

POLICIES AND PROGRAMS IN ACTION 
In the paragraphs that follow, three broad substantive divisions have been 

chosen to illustrate the various Netherlands' planning instruments in operation in 
the realm of physical development-urban areas and urbanization, industrial 
decentralization, and polder development. 

Urban Areas and Urbanization. Control over urban development is not a 
national government activity. The task is traditionally left to the municipality and 
assistance is given in the f01m of legislative devices for land planning beyond 
municipal boundaries, expropriation, and land acquisition. 

The habit of making town plans has long been with the Dutch, but a unique 
aspect has been the so-called "extension plan". These plans for the future land 
use of the town's outlying areas may be of two types: 21 one kind designates general 
future land use for a wide area; the other provides a detailed plan for smaller areas 
that face almost immediate development, including regulations as to building 
dimensions and style. Extension plans are adopted by the town council and must 
be approved by the Provincial Planning Commission. An approved plan is good 
for only ten years and must be revised after that time. 

In order to effectuate the town (extension) plans the other tools of expropria
tion and land acquisition come fully into play. The first of these is used if a need 
arises for public access or other public use and, in which case, compensation is 
paid for the land. The second generally comes under the category of municipal 
land reserves. Thereby the city has the responsibility of seeing not only that there 
is sufficient land available for growth, but also that development should be guided 
to desirable areas and that any increment of value should redound to the com
munity. In many cities land acquisition has had a practical bias in terms of building 
costs because of the extensive land preparation (pilings of up to 60 feet in some 
cases) costs. Virtually every city over 20,000 population has an active land owner
ship policy. In Rotterdam, during the period 1940-1958, the city purchased over 
7,500 acres and expropriated another 3,050 acres.22 Amsterdam and The Hague 
owned, in 1954, 8,400 acres and 2,700 acres respectively. Some variation exists 
from city to city as to the disbursement of municipally owned land: in Rotterdam 
an outright sale is made but with restrictive covenants in the deed regarding the 
quality of development, in Amsterdam a system of leaseholds is used. 

19Netherlands, Ministry of Social Work, The Netherlands Development Areas, The Hague, 
1960, p. 13. 

20Robert R. Symonds, "Nature Protection and Recreation in the Netherlands", Town 
Planning Review, 29 (July 1958), pp. 113-126. 

21Gundlach, op. cit. 
22Rotterdam, City Planning Dept., Grondpo/itick Rol/erdam, 1958, Appendix 7. 
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One further significant effort in terms of control over large scale urbanization 
is the recent regional plan prepared for the conurbation of western Holland, Rond
stad. 23 It is proposed that population be limited in the area and the overspill be 
diverted to other parts of the country. As well, there is a great concern over the 
articulation of the urban complexes by buffer zones, etc. The plan has no statutory 
power; it is strictly advisory to the Minister in charge of physical planning. It will, 
thus, require municipal co-operation of a high order to be implemented. The impli
cations for other parts of the country are also critical in such things as population 
distribution and industrialization if limits are enacted for the Rondstad, the present 
focus for internal migration and industrial location. 

Industrial Decentralization. In 1950 it was drawn to the attention of Parliament 
that certain areas suffered from structural unemployment. Some of these areas 
depended on peat production, a now-outmoded fuel, others were agrarian where 
natural increase was high and mobility low. Efforts were then undertaken to create 
an industrial climate favourable to attracting new plants to these areas by ( 1) lay
out of industrial estates; (2) improvement of traffic and transport facilities; (3) 
provision of public utilities; ( 4) stimulation of vocational training facilities; (5) 
provision of housing for managerial staff of new plants; (6) activities to create an 
attractive social environment and relieve dislocations to indigenous populations. 
Later, a regulation granting 25 per cent subsidy on construction costs also came 
into force. 

Some preliminary assessment has already been made of the effectiveness of the 
development areas policy. In the period 1953 through 1957, growth of industrial 
employment in the development areas and centres of Groningen, Friesland, Drente, 
Overijessel, and Gelderland Provinces tended to exceed or equal that of other 
areas.24 Of the total national increase in industrial employment 30.8 per cent 
occurred there, although these provinces only have 20 per cent of the population. 
Forty-seven per cent of the personnel of all new industrial firms established in the 
country also located there. In total, the ratio of industrial employment in the 
development areas to total national industrial employment doubled in the same 
period. There seems little doubt that the government's policy has been quite suc
cessful in affecting the distribution of industry. 

Polder Development.25 The Zuider Zee works comprise the draining of five 
polders, or a total of 850 sq. mi. The first two polders-Wierengenneer and the 
North-East Polder-were completed in 1932 and 1942, respectively (see Figure 
2). In 1956, the dyke around the third polder, Eastern Flevoland, was closed and 
drainage completed in 1957; the work on the remaining two polders (380 sq. mi.) 
of Markervaard and South Flevoland is now in progress. Reclamation from the sea 
was made possible by constructing a 16 mile dam across the North Sea opening of 
the Zuider Zee. This reduced the amount of sea wall to be maintained by ten times. 
Provision is made in the dam for ship entry. 

A brief description of the "colonization" of the North-East Polder would serve 
to explain better the approach taken in developing new land from the sea. The 
North-East Polder covers an area of about 187 sq. mi. and became dry in 1942, 

23Thljsse, op cit. 
24C. Westrate, Economic Policy in Practice: The Netherlands 1950/1957, (Leiden:Kroese) 

1959, pp. 44-45. 
25A, Spits, New Land, (Amsterdam: Assoc. for making Holland better known Abroad) 

1958, 62 p. 
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but not until six years later after intensive land preparation ( drainage, fertilizing, 
layout of parcels, roads, etc.) was it opened for permanent habitation. A so-called 
"general development plan" is prepared by the development authority to determine 
the layout of lots for the future agricultural holdings. The basic lot size is 60 acres 
although a farmer may hold a parcel of 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, or 120 acres. 
When initial preparation is complete, applications are accepted for leaseholds. 
About 100 farms are opened every year and this usually draws as many as 4,000 
applicants. Prospective tenants are screened for farming ability, for financial 
soundness ( the farmer must supply livestock, implements, seeds, etc.), and for 
qualities which will help in "building up the social and cultural life" of the new 
community. The target for settlement of the North-East Polder is 40,000 inhabi
tants: 10,000 on agricultural land, 10,000 in the central town of Emmeloord, and 
the rest in ten villages of 1,000-2,500 each. 

The spatial arrangement of settlements in the polders is concentric about the 
central town. Radial roads connect all villages to Emmeloord while a circumferen
tial road links all villages. An important aspect of the undertaking is the encou
ragement given to the development of Emmeloord. Its pasition, and function, as 
the centre of gravity of the area was nurtured by holding back development of the 
surrounding villages until Emmeloord had reached a size sufficient to sustain its 
own growth.26 

LESSONS FROM THE NETHERLANDS 
In many ways conditions in the Netherlands resemble those prevailing in much 

of what we call the under-developed countries of the world. The most striking simi
larity is surely that of extreme population pressure on a limited land area (e.g., 
Japan, Ceylon, Java). Another is the sobering fact of having a resource base that 
consists of very little more than space (e.g., Peru, Ghana, Israel). Still another is 
the pheomenon of a "dualism" in the Dutch economy between a highly developed 
trade/manufacturing sector posed against a backward, agrarian sector27 (e.g., Iran, 
Malaya, Chile). It is not intended to draw the analogy any further, for, clearly, 
there are many dis-similarities particularly in the questions of social composition 
and present stage of development. 

It does seem valid to suggest, however, that some important lessons can be 
learned by many of the newly-emerging nations from Dutch efforts in those fields 
where similarities occur. On the other hand, care should be taken not to suppose 
that a direct transference of experience can be accomplished with any degree of 
meaningfulness. Rather, it is the principle, or even the spirit, of the Dutch solutions 
to these problems that is most valuable for the new nation to absorb. Moreover, 
some of the lessons to be learned are negative ones. 

Taking in the overall picture of Dutch physical development policy, planning 
and programs the following points appear. First, there is throughout the various 
undertakings-urban land control, water management, land reallotment-a consis
tent approach which involves an interrelated scheme of policy formation, planning 
and programming. That is, there is seldom a disjuncture where only one part of 

26QJikson, 1955, op. cit., p. 109. 
21cf., Benjamin Higgins, "The Dualistic Theory of Underdeveloped Areas", Economic 

Development and Cultural Change, 4 (Jan. 1956) pp. 99-116. 
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this process is considered. Second, and of major significance, is the wide-range of 
programs that the Dutch are involved in simultaneously. It is not to be found 
stated formally, but it seems reasonable to construe that they have recognized the 
interdependence of the impact of the various schemes. Hence, we find in 
depressed agrarian areas projects for farm consolidation as a means of rationalizing 
and intensifying the agriculture base alongside those for industrialization. Third, 
there is the somewhat less favourable aspect of Dutch planning that reflects a lack 
of a central policy and/ or agency focus. The result is often a disparity of interests 
such as between the State Physical Planning Service and the Economics Ministry 
over the choice of cities in which to encourage industrial decentralization. Or, as 
in the case of the Rijkswaterstaat and its claim to sovereignty in certain fields, 
inadequacies may not appear until project completion. From recent reports one 
gains the impression that much more inter-departmental co-ordination is taking 
place in an attempt to ameliorate these kinds of problems. 

Looking more specifically at various physical planning efforts in the Netherlands 
these additional lessons appear relevant. First, there are the successful land acquisi
tion policies of the municipalities so as to be able to control the pattern, extent, 
and direction of their growth. Depending upon the financial status of local autho
rities money might be advanced from higher governments for the purpose or, 
alternately, only options to buy may be taken on the land. Second, and an adjunct 
to land acquisition, is the "extension plan" especially if it can be supported legis
latively. Third, in the realm of polder reclamation there are valuable lessons in 
new town building, colonization practices, land management. These would not be 
unreasonable to apply in such as the transmigration schemes of Indonesia and the 
Philippines. The Israelis have already adopted many Dutch ideas. Fourth, is the 
agrarian reform question in which almost all the under-developed countries have 
important problems. As mentioned previously, the Dutch aim at land reallotment 
covering over half the country's area. This has been, and will continue to be, done 
as a broad-based effort in farm consolidation, water and soil management, and 
extension of social overhead capital in the rural areas. In this way, it is hoped to 
bring the latter areas into contention in the economic life of the country. 

RESUME 
L'experience des Pays Bas a formuler des plans et des politiques pour guider 

leur developpement physique a un niveau national offre de le<;ons nombreuses et 
valables aux pays en cours de developpement. Ressources naturelles limitees, taux 
eleve d'expansion demographique, difficile position entre terre et mer, sont autant 
de problemes qui pesent sur cette nation. Et cependant Jes Pays Bas ont pu tirer 
tout le profit d'une technologie moderne et leurs habitants jouissent d'un niveau de 
bien-etre eleve. Pour y arriver, les Hollandais ont mis en pratique l'art de conserver 
le milieu naturel. L'eventail de leurs efforts s'etend de la mise en culture des terres 
a la consolidation des entreprises agricoles, de la decentralisation industrielle au 
controle de !'habitat urbain, de la sauvegarde du paysage nature} au contole de 
!'utilisation des eaux. Ces efforts ont ete acceptes comme une part integrale de la 
vie hollandaise et ont donne naissance a un vigoureux cadre institutionnel. 
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Le planning national aux Pays Bas a rencontre un probleme essentiellement 
defini comme "la rarete pressante de la terre pour subvenir a la demande sans 
cesse croissante de la production alimentaire, de !'habitat et du travail, dans un 
pays dont le developpement est deja au-dessus de la moyenne. "Devant ce pro
bleme, les Hollandais ont reconnu le besoin de definir les problemes de planning 
dans un cadre regional. La structure administrative du planning est ainsi fondee sur 
les principes de decentralisation et d'autonomie locale, et la mecanique nationale est 
articulee sur les trois echelons central, provincial et local. Les gouvemements 
locaux etablissent les plans locaux, les provinciaux approuvent les plans locaux et 
preparent les plans regionaux, et le gouvernement central approuve les plans regio
naux et prepare les schemas nationaux. 

Les moyens dont dispose le planning ne sont pas non plus concentres en une 
unique pyramide mais refletent les interets de differentes preoccupations telles que: 
utilisation du territoire urbain, gestion des ressources en eaux, agriculture et loca
tion des industries. Ainsi, les Pays Bas ont developpe les Actes du Logement pour 
contr6ler la construction dans les villes, les Actes de Planning Physique pour con
troler la croissance urbaine entre les villes et autour d'elles, des mesures de 
remembrement des proprietes pour favoriser la consolidation des entreprises agri
coles, des programmes de decentralisation industrielle pour stimuler la croissance 
economique des regions deprimes, et des mesures de protection pour assurer 
l'acces aux reserves naturelles et aux centres de loisirs et de detente. Tous ces pro
grammes ont rencontre un grand succes. Parmi les plus interessants, on trouve la 
mise en culture de terres gagnees sur le Zuider Zee a fin de colonisation. Les plans 
de developpement pour un total de 850 milles carres ont ete tres soigneusement 
etudies pour tenir compte des aspects spaciaux et sociaux des schemas d'implanta
tion dans les polders. 

L'experience des Pays Bas est riche de lei_;ons dans trois secteurs principaux: 
d'abord, le contr6le de la croissance urbaine autour des grandes villes; deuxieme
ment, la colonisation, la construction des villes et les pratique de la gestion des 
terres associees au developpement des polders; enfin, la reforme agraire grace a la 
consolidation des fermes et au remembrement des proprietes. 
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Jean Alaurent 

M. Alaurent, Directeur de l'lnstitut d'Urbanisme ii 
l' Universite de Montreal, a fait ses etudes en Geogra
phie, Administration publique et Urbanisme. Diplome 
de l'lnstitut d'Urbanisme de Paris, Brevete du Centre 
des Hautes Etudes Administratives, ii a exerce ses 
fonctions d'administrateur-urbaniste au Mayen Congo 
et ii Bangui jusqu'en 1939. Officier des "Free French 
Forces" 1940-45. Conseiller Technique au Plan 
(1946) et au Ministere de l'Vrbanisme (1948), ii est 
entre dans la pratique privee en 1957. Il est devenu 
Professeur ii l'Universite de Montreal en 1962. 

Un groupe d'etudes constitue par le Premier Ministre de France a publie recem
ment sous ce titre un petit livre, volontairement simplifie dans toute la mesure du 
possible, et allege de tout prealable doctrinal. 

Ajoutons que les sinistres propheties du "1984" d'Orwell ne sont pour rien dans 
le choix de ce millesime qui marque simplement !"'horizon" du paysage socio
economique dessine par les auteurs du Cinquieme Plan (1966-1970). 

Le "Brain Trust" de onze personnalites reuni a Paris a d'ailleurs evite le style de 
"Science-Fiction", et surtout son esprit, afin de tenter de discerner pour une 
societe donnee, les FAITS PORTEURS D'AVENIR. 

Certains d'entre eux se presentent comme des phenomenes universels, d'autres 
par exemple concernent seulement le monde de l'Atlantique Nord. Seules seront 
rapidement evoquees ici quelques constatations eventuellement significatives pour 
l'habitat de l'homme de demain. 

PERSPECTIVES GENERALES 
Les images pessimistes donnees par les projections a long terme de la popula

tion du Globe ne sont pas ici a considerer: la Terre, qui devrait theoriquement 
etre deja couverte d'une epaisse couche de souris OU de mouches,-selon les 
phobies du statisticien--conna1tra-t-elle dans six cents ans la densite uniforme de 
4,000 humains a l'acre determinee par un calcul simpliste? 

Le rapport de l'O.N.U., qui le mentionne, concede que "quelque chose se pro
duira surement pour empecher que cela arrive". . . De cela on peut etre certain. 

Les urbanistes peuvent done respirer, et se dispenser pendant quelque temps 
d'elaborer des projets sur la facheuse hypothese d'un monde ou les humains pour
raient tout juste s'asseoir. 

II reste que-sans parler de la principaute de Monaco-certains pays rencon
treront plus tot qu'imagine les limites du supportable. Ce "supportable" evolue 
lui-meme en fonction inverse d'une certain idee de la civilisation, et du progres 
materiel considere comme le support de celle-ci. II regle l"'economie des besoins", 
de plus en plus affi.nes, opposee a la "planification de la puissance" fondee sur 
!'abnegation ou la resignation du grand nombre. 

PLAN: Volume 6, Number 2, 1965 
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Le "Groupe 1985", ayant ecarte les hypotheses de guerre, admet fondamentale
ment la satisfaction aussi rapide que possible d'un demande croissant en quantite, 
diversite et qualite. Elle est consideree comme prealable a une "societe de l'expres
sion" succedant sans heurt a une societe de l'acquisition des biens, la notion de 
liberte reprenant sa place dans un milieu d'abondance. Mais l'economie d'abon
dance veritable,--c'est-a-dire celle qui ne laisse aucune categorie dans la pauvrete 
-n'est d'ailleurs nullement promise pour la France de 1985. 

II est evident que le planificateur et l'urbaniste se doivent aussi d'imaginer des 
individus et des communautes de plus en plus difficiles a satisfaire et se garder du 
peche mignon des gens raffines: sous-es timer les aspirations de ceux qui le sont 
moins. 

NIVEAUX DE VIE 
Les bons esprits du "Groupe 1985" ont d'abord tente d'eviter la simple pro

jection des tendances du passe sur les deux decennies prochaines. 
IIs pensent toutefois que l'augmentation du niveau de vie dans ces vingt ans 

sera "presque equivalente a celle de tout le siecle precedent", et semblent d'ailleurs 
admettre pour !'Europe Occidentale de 1985, des chiffres analogues a ceux des 
Etats-Unis vers 1970. 

Mais ii ne leur echappe pas que des societes tres differentes peuvent s'edifier 
autour d'une meme augmentation globale du produit national, au gre des politiques 
de force, de prestige, de consommation ou de bien-etre social. II serait done 
simpliste et paresseux de s'en tenir a un simple decalage de quinze ou vingt ans sur 
les Etats-Unis (et lequel de ces Etats? La Californie ou !'Arkansas?) 

La distinction capitale, mise en relief par le R.P. Lebret entre les "niveaux col
lectifs de vie" et les "niveaux de la vie collective" s'introduit ici. 

Reprise par certains conseillers du President J. F. Kennedy, elle reste peut-etre 
en filigrane de la "Great Society" de son successeur, prolongement et contrepoids 
de !"'Affluent Society" deja realisee pour une majorite des citoyens a part entiere 
des Etats-Unis. 

Les objectifs et les moyens de l'amenagement urbain et rural, les fonnes meme 
des cites en dependront evidemment: il en faut moins pour transformer les pay
sages nationaux: au XVIJie siecle !'abolition du droit d'amesse en France; au XIXe, 
celle des tarifs protecteurs en Grande Bretagne; au XXe, celle peut-etre les lois 
d'immigration dans tous les pays nantis? 

Mais la notion d'abondance risque de nous entrainer bien loin clans la conside
ration des distorsions internes, des contrastes grandissants entre pays,1 et bien 
entendu des oppositions reelles ou factices entre le Capitalisme d'Etat et les autres. 

Si, pour la commodite des hypotheses nous laissons de cote les masses asiatiques, 
africaines, etc. pour considerer seulement le monde Nord-Atlantique, ii ne sera pas 
toujours facile de penser en termes identiques a ses deux rivages, aux mentalites 
que le parallele de Genes departage en Europe, OU, ailleurs, le meridien de 
Minneapolis .... 

D'un bord a l'autre, ecarts aussi dans les situations respectives actuelles: Avance 

1Taux de croissance reel des revenus des menages vs celui des etres a nourrir, vetir, loger, 
instruire. 
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americaine clans la production des biens et services, la productivite (et le gaspil
lage), les revenus, de nombreuses formes de technologies, la multiplication et 
la diffusion des acquis scientifiques, etc. 

Avance europeenne clans les politiques sociales et les concepts administratifs 
capables de les servir (des formes anglaises, suedoises, frangaises, du "Welfare 
State" a la planification des Pays-Bas); la creation des objets de luxe, et peut-etre 
aussi des personnalites veritables, c'est-a-dire "differentes",2 un sentiment populaire 
plus instinctivement respectueux des valeurs de culture; des exploits techniques 
meme, etrangement ignores de l'autre cote de l'Atlantique. 

L' Allemagne est peut-etre la seule a partager !'admiration du Nouveau Monde 
pour la "Bigness'',3 sans meconnaitre d'ailleurs que plus de progres trouveront leur 
source clans !'infinitesimal. 

OBJECTIFS GENERAUX ET AMENAGEMENT PHYSIQUE 
L'eventail des hypotheses devra se refermer quelque peu si l'on veut discerner 

quelques directions communes et exclure, entre autres, les consequences eventuel
les des guerres et des revolutions, ou meme des mouvements profonds vers de 
nouvelles federations, sur les deux continents. 

Une trop longue serie de postulats risque d'autre part de lancer l'imagination 
clans des directions difficilement controlables, et il apparait temporairement sage 
de considerer comme admis un groupe de donnees suffisamment evidentes et gene
ralisees clans des pays de niveau comparable. 

Le Groupe "1985" a retenu, par exemple: !'expansion demographique; le 
developpement de l'urbanisation; la penurie progressive de l'espace et de l'eau; la 
place croissante des loisirs plus ou moins actifs, de la motorisation, de }'education 
des jeunes et des adultes, des consommations medicales, etc., "clans une depen
dance accrue de l'economie mondiale." 

A !'exception peut-etre de la derniere, toutes ces propositions interessent evi
demment l'urbaniste, deja familiarise avec la recherche clans des perspectives 
chronologiques du meme ordre. 

Il pourrait etre tente d'en dessiner immediatement les consequences, mais il ne 
faut pas "laisser aux seuls specialistes d'une discipline le soin de definir !'evolution 
de leur secteur" ( comme l'histoire militaire l'a mainte fois demontre) et l'urbaniste 
courra peut-etre moins de risques en prophetisant sur la medecine ou l'astronau
tique que sur l'avenir du "split-level". 

Tant de facteurs concourent a la morphologie de la Cite que le responsable final 
de celle-ci se devra evidemment de solliciter et de verifier bien d'autres pronostics 
et leurs corollaires avant d'avancer le sien et (pour ne pas trop compliquer la 
tache) de l'appliquer a une des societes que nous connaissons quelque peu. 

Ces societes representent autant de developpements possibles, dont l'urbaniste 
n'est pas maitre (qui en est maitre?) et l'on peut etre tente de rechercher des 
donnees plus probables clans le progres scientifique et technique. 

2ou meme simplement "exportables", comme les 50,000 specialistes de tout rang sortis 
d'Europe en vingt ans et les 32,000 enseignants fran~ais a l'etranger. 

8"1 am ashamed of the mistake we are making in encouraging government and the world 
public to believe that Big Cities can be made Bigger still by ingenious devices ... " Sir Frederic 
Osborn, 1963. 
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PARENTHESES SUR LE PROGRES 
II est, comme chacun sait, eblouissant, en physique, astronautique, electronique, 

chirurgie et bien d'autres domaines, mais il n'est pas interdit d'ouvrir quelques 
parentheses a cet egard. 

Si telle grande compagnie de produits chlmiques annonce, que "la moitie de nos 
ventes en 1975 reposera sur des produits non encore inventes," nous la croyons 
bien volontiers, mais i1 reste a deviner - en dehors de toute consideration propre 
a l'urbanisme - clans quelle mesure le passage du laboratoire a l'usage pratique 
generalise peut representer un evenement de consequences durables pour la vie 
sociale ou domestique, quotidienne. 

Avant de prefigurer Ies vingt ans qui viennent, l'apprenti prophete voudra sans 
doute jeter un regard vers 1945, ou mieux 1939 pour ne pas voir une Europe en 
mines. II constatera clans la vie courante des "Occidentaux" beaucoup plus de 
progres quantitatifs par (par la generalisation de tel ou tel produit, procede, perfor
mance ou habitude) que d'innovations sensationnelles, a !'exception de la television. 4 

La notion de progres devant etre soigneusement distinguee de la notion d'evolu
tion - eventuellement recessive5 - il n'est pas futile avant de se toumer vers le 
futur d'evoquer les innovations nuisibles par quelque aspect, tels que la devitalisa
tion et la falsification de produits alimentaires, l'effet stroboscopique de l'eclairage 
fluorescent, Jes climatisations excessives et tant d'autres "ran~ons du progres," par 
contrainte, tension, ou amollissement; les progres tues clans l'reuf par l'accapare
ment oligopolistique des brevets, ou annules par la "built-in obsolescence" econo
miquement recessive, n'en deplaise a l'A.A.M. 

Enfin les progres imaginaires, c'est-a-dire la remise a la mode de decouvertes 
ou procedes datant non pas de vingt ans, mais parfois d'un siecle. 1865 est en effet 
l'age de l'eclairage electrique6 des trains rapides a wagons-salons, du telegraphe 
transatlantique, de la poste pneumatique urbaine, de l'ascenseur hydraulique, des 
grands magasins, de l'asphaltage des routes et d'une foule de nombreux procedes 
"modernes". 7 

Si surtout on tente une somme des conforts de tout ordre dont jouissaient alors 
les privilegies, le "Jet Set" de 1965 climatise et presque supersonique ne peut 
certainement pas jeter un regard de commiseration sur le grand monde cosmopolite 
de 1913, client de !"'Orient-Express" ou du "20th Century" et des paquebots 
"Lusitania," "Bismarck" OU "France" a peine depasses aujourd'hui. 

Le progres eclatant, c'est la multiplication des beneficiaires de ces commodites, 
qui ouvrent le monde a un proletariat quelque peu different de celui de Proudhon 
ou de Marx, et entrent sous cent formes clans ses maisons. 

L'automobile, sa principale conquete, merite quelques remarques: plus eton
nante encore que son pullulement appara1t la lenteur de son evolution car il s'agit 
d'une industrie puissante, consideree clans maint pays d'Amerique ou d'Europe 
comme "pilote" OU "temoin" et debordante de publicite: "New ... new ... " sans 
depasser en qualites diverses une Rolls, une Mercedes ou une Bugatti des annees 
'30. 

4Dont les consequences sont presque toutes acquises ou decelees: (multiplex, enseigne-
ment). La couleur, le relief, etc., n'apporteront que des accessoires. 

5"Pour aboutir au progres, !'evolution doit tendre vers un certain but". 
6Arc 1849-Incandescence 1876. 
7Comme le calfatage au caoutchouc dans les batiments (Baltard 1855) que I'immeuble de 

la "General Electric" a New York (1964) semble presenter comme une trouvaille. 
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Dans ce domaine, en vingt ans, une seule nouveaute interessante pour la vie 
urbaine: l'"lsetta" italienne, dont l'insucces final appellerait de nombreux com
mentaires. Son homologue electrique, mainte fois dessine en forme de bulle, n'est 
pas encore au service des citadins de 1965: l'accumulateur de Plante a mis un 
siecle a ne pas s'alleger ... 

Le petit helicoptere personnel "fall proof," "fool proof" et silencieux n'abonde 
pas davantage tandis que l'helicoptere lourd reste lourd, et l'envol vertical entre 
centres de ville encore peu frequent. 

Plus que de retard technique, il s'agit ici de discordance des progres: "!'inven
tion du bouton n'est rien sans la boutonniere," et ici, c'est la ville. 

Dans le domaine meme de !'aviation au developpement sensationnel il n'est pas 
tout-a-fait sans interet de rappeler que les 5,000 milles sans escale etaient atteints 
des septembre 1929. 

A la meme epoque !'"Empire State Building" allait etre le point culminant de 
toute une generation, tandis que les maitres de !'architecture contemporaine avaient 
deja forme leurs disciples, et souvent congu leurs oeuvres les plus significatives. 

L'EXPANSION DEMOGRAPHIQUE: HOMMES ET LOGIS 
L'urbaniste, ayant pour mission de definir !'occupation d'un territoire par les 

humains (pour ne pas dire tout ce qui vit) est conceme au premier chef par la 
masse des populations futures, que les travaux de Jenner, Pasteur, Fleming et tant 
d'autres, ont contribue a grossir d'une fagon si inquietante dans certaines regions. 

L'esperance de vie a la naissance avoisine 75 ans dans les pays bien equipes, 
sans d'ailleurs que la longevite extreme ait sensiblement varie. Par contre, le con
trole des naissances intervient en sens inverse, et "La Pilule" vient apres une 
generation contrebalancer techniquement l"'eprouvette-bebe" deja ancienne, mais 
sans influence sur la vogue encore incontestable de la pratique millenaire ... 

Dans notre domaine les structures domestiques importeront encore plus que les 
masses: jusqu'ou ira la dissociation de la cellule familiale urbaine, le foyer deve
nant dortoir, et quels seront les types de menages de 1985? "Standard American 
Family" soigneusement entretenue par la publicite commerciale? "Commune a la 
Chinoise", et toutes les modalites intermediaires, enlevant au "home" ses fonctions 
encore traditionnelles? "Welfare State" omnipresent? "Harems"? Compensation 
de l'embourgeoisement general par la lutte des classes d'age avec ses phalanges de 
"teen-agers" et des ghettos de sexagenaires? Service civique des gargons et des 
filles? Pullulement de celibataires et d'unions libres infertiles? Travail salarie inter
dit aux femmes mariees? 

Autant d'hypotheses fondamentales pour !'evolution des textures residentielles, 
et des formes memes de la ville. 

Quant a celle de la maison, elle temoigne d'une exceptionnelle resistance a l'evo
lution, explicable par sa duree, l'habitude, le hon sens aussi, et la faiblesse de la 
recherche dans l'industrie du batiment. 

Comme la voiture electrique et l'helicoptere deja cites, la maison de l'"ere 
machiniste," congue comme telle et produite en grande serie a bas prix est vaine
ment annoncee depuis trente ans. 8 

L'essor de types de domiciles de conception et de matieres entierement nouvelles 

8Apres le petit climatiseur, quoi de nouveau depuis "Die Wohnung fi.ir das Existenz
minimum" du Congres de Francfort 1930? 
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pose aussi, nous le savons, des problemes de sensibilite; et Le Corbusier a eu cent 
trouvailles verbales plus heureuses que sa "machine a habiter". 

Dans la mesure ou le logis represente, consciemment ou non, une coquille de 
matieres vivantes ou proches de la vie, "impregnables" de chaleur et d'ondes 
humaines0 ii doit, pour representer le repos, offrir des textures differentes de celles 
des lieux de travail, et l'identite de cellesci est peut-etre responsable des echecs 
historiques de toutes sortes de "phalansteres" combinant les deux fonctions. 

La prophetie la moins risquee sera probablement un retour a la recherche de 
l'intimite, du fameux "mur de la vie privee" et de taus les types de maisons a patio 
suburbaines et meme urbaines, habitation introvertie, plus discrete, plus attirante 
et plus independante en fait que le pavilion detache. 

De la, en haute densite, taus les systemes de cristallisation, et sur les pentes 
ensoleillees, la conception <lite "neo-Casbah", assurant a chacun une vie person
nelle et un horizon lointain, bien different de la voiture du voisin d'en face .... 

D'autre part, generalisation du double logis: appartement minimum standard 
loue en ville pour la vie active, "maison des champs" individualisee, possedee, 
spontanee, qui deviendrait le vrai foyer du temps <lit perdu, des receptions d'amis, 
des fetes ... 

Et peut-etre, plus tard, confirmation de la tendance au triple domicile: quoti
dien, hebdomadaire, saisonnier, consacrant des alternances de plus en plus neces
saires, et impliquant un controle de !'usage du sol singulierement rationnel et 
sensible. Nous en sommes loin. 

LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE L'URBANISATION 
Tout a ete <lit, et les chiffres abondent sur le pourcentage croissant des popula

tions urbaines dans les totaux nationaux; de l'universalite du phenomene, des pays 
les plus equipes aux mains developpes - qui grossissent au mains leur capitale -
et de l'identite relative de cette courbe avec celle de l'emploi dit "tertiaire" dans 
les pays industrialises. 

Chacun sait aussi que cette opposition de l'urbain et du rural (farm et non
farm) escamote "suburbia" et "exurbia" et qu'il faudrait tenter de nouvelles classi
fications en cinq categories, sans parler des genres de vie totalement differents 
inscrits sous le seul terme "farm." 

Aucun des inconvenients reconnus a la ville de l'age industriel: vibrations; 
pollutions; chocs psychologiques; reglements; trafic encrasse; tension; a-socialite, 
etc. n'a d'effet centrifuge avere, et seule !'action publique reussit certains freinages 
(Landres, Paris). 

La crainte des guerres, qui a joue un si grand role dans la morphologie des villes 
jusqu'a la predominance de l'artillerie, n'a pas decourage les concentrations les 
plus vulnerables et l'eventualite du dechamement des megatonnes de TNT n'inter
vient guere en matiere de localisations civiles.10 

La "Ville tentaculaire" de Verhaeren merite plus que jamais son nom et !'auto-

onans l'ordre decroissant, le bois, le pise, le calcaire, le gres, la brique, l'aluminium, 
I'acier .... 

lOCeci <lit sans meconna1tre Jes politiques d'avant-guerre de "siberianisation" de l'industrie 
sovietique, de transfert politique a Ankara, de repli de l'aeronautique fram;aise vers le Sud
Ouest; ni Jes souterrains suedois, etc. 
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strade etend a cent milles la banlieue, ses lotissements, sa publicite . . . et ses 
cimetieres d'autos. 

Pour l'Europe occidentale au mains les correctifs cherches clans le perimetre 
d'agglomeration, les restrictions, les villes nouvelles, la densification des banlieues, 
etc., ont fait place a une tendance a de grandes organisations lineaires telles que 
l'axe du meridien de Southampton en Angleterre, ou la prolongation vers Orleans 
du couloir de la Basse-Seine prefigurant l'etirement de Paris sur deux cents milles. 

A des echelles comparables, la liaison ferree rapide Tokyo-Osaka et les projets 
de renovation fondamentale du systeme New York-Washington confirmeraient 
cette intention de donner une vitalite nouvelle au rail clans sa fonction d'epine 
dorsale de systemes metropolitains ou "polymetropolitains" et aussi de transpor
teur le plus eflicace des masses de travailleurs suburbains. (Voie classique, metro 
sur pneu, monorails, coussins d'air, etc.) 

Sans doute peut-on imaginer des densifications de ces banlieues autour de gares 
d'un type nouveau et luxueux (ferroviaires, routieres, marchandes, heliports et 
centres de service) transfigurant au quintuple les systemes du XIX" siecle. 

Ces perspectives sont plus vraisemblables, parce que plus economiques que les 
cites concentrees en forme de champignon, de manege, OU de toupie, proposees a 
nos reflexions mains pour nous couvaincre que pour nous distraire de ces "grands 
ensembles" ou le "Poeme de 1' Angle Droit"11 est devenu rengaine, 

La question n'est pas la: il s'agit de savoir si en 1985 le commerce des pieds 
carres de terrain ne sera pas considere comme en 1885 celui des esclaves: une 
activite seculaire et remuneratrice, encore recente, et normale aux yeux de certains, 
mais abolie, et tombant sous le coup de la loi, apres l'avoir longtemps dictee. 

Les optimistes penseront qu'une guerre de Secession n'est pas indispensable ... 
et ils ont certes raison, clans la mesure ou la collectivite publique pourra prendre 
le controle de son espace (au sens anglais "control") par des moyens deja existants 
clans des pays reputes civilises; et par ceux qu'un urbanisme renouvele peut et doit 
exercer sur des tractations qui seront tot ou tard assimilees au proxenetisme. 

Plus probablement, parce que plus modestement, on pourra considerer en 1985 
le reglement de zonage comme un document historique. 

LA PENURIE CROISSANTE D'ESPACE ET D'EAU 
Tout a ete dit aussi - ou presque - sur ces deux penuries, curieusement con

comitantes a l'acceleration de l'histoire, mais !'emotion des specialistes ne semble 
pas contagieuse: les dirigeants au mains semblent immunises: la politique s'occupe 
des electeurs et F. Roosevelt a pu dire: "Notre pays a tout simplement pousse". II 
continue. 

Et continuera longtemps de payer pour la joyeuse destruction de son manteau 
vegetal et l'encrassement de ses rivieres. 

Les terres douees d'une certaine "capacite biogenique" etant duement recensees 
clans le monde et supposees non gaspillees, des chiffres de population maximale 
peuvent etre jetees en pature aux neo-malthusiens et a leurs adversaires, mais ils 
ne sont pas notre propos. 

Cette superficie nourriciere n'est pas la seule en compte, mais l'espace devenu 
necessaire a chacun pour un certain mode de vie. Si a l'heure actuelle Ia famille 

llLe Corbusier 1955. 
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de Hong-Kong se contente de quelques dizaines de pieds cam~s, celle de l'Ameri
cain-type demandera l'usage d'un ( ou plusieure) logis et ses prospects, de places 
au bureau, a l'atelier, a l'ecole, d'un "parking" pour chaque fonction, d'un seg
ment de route, de vacances sur terre et sur l'eau ... sans parler des aerodromes. 

L'immensite du continent y suflit encore, mais pas partout, et des files d'attente 
se forment en ete a l'entree des pares nationaux. 

Cette immensite est elle-meme illusoire dans la mesure ou l'on considere seule
ment les "sites sensibles," ou agreables, et non l'espace brut. 

Les rivages sont deja satures dans les zones metropolitaines, et bien au-dela. Si 
en Europe se multiplient les Rivieras urbanisees, de Valence a Naples, au Canada 
meme les lacs solitaires s'eloignent ... 

Peu de pays peuvent prendre sur la mer une grande partie de leur territoire, 
comme le fait la Hollande, et comme il est prevu pour une extension de Tokyo: 
le patrimoine disponible ne grandit pas. 

Vingt ans d'accroissement du niveau de vie et des aspirations individuelles le 
rendront insuflisant, et il ne faut certes pas attendre 1985 pour sauvegarder ce qui 
peut l'etre, et constater que les services des Pares des Metropoles auraient dtl avoir 
autorite a cent milles a la ronde. 

Des efforts de reconstitution deviendront alors evidents, aupres desquels le 
remarquable "Civilian Conservation Corps" de 1933 devrait faire figure de troupe 
de boy-scouts. 

La penurie d'eau s'avere evidemment plus grave. Les Europeens, qui en man
quent dans la Ruhr et dans la Seine notamment, sont bien etonnes d'apprendre 
que les Grands Lacs meme n'en ont pas assez. 

Voici venir l'epoque des grandes disciplines d'economie et de techniques de 
recyclage et de dessalage, la prosperite des marchands d'eau minerale et des entre
preneurs de grands aqueducs, dont certains contribuent seulement et criminelle
ment a augmenter les desequilibres et le contraste entre congestion et desert. 

LOISIRS 
"L'Europe se dirige-t-elle vers des vacances sans fin?" C'est le titre d'un recent 

article de presse. En fait il s'agit non seulement de ces vieux pays relativement 
hedonistes, mais de tout le monde ou les robots doivent prendre le relai d'une large 
part des productions et des services. 

L'estimation recente de 40,000 heures de production optimale par individu se 
situe en dega des 5 jours a 6 heures pendant 35 ans. Dans certains pays !'augmen
tation des conges hebdomadaires, estivaux, hivernaux n'y suflira pas, surtout si 
une feerique paix universelle s'instaure avant 1985 et ajoute aux chomeurs des 
champs et des villes ceux de la defense nationale . . . Faites le calcul pour les 
Etats-Unis, par exemple. 

La perspective la plus optimiste retenue par le "Groupe 1985" pour l'emploi 
de ce temps gagne, est celle d'une generalisation et d'une elevation constante du 
niveau de culture et de !'apparition d'une "seconde vie" consacree a des loisirs 
actifs, souvent dans un cadre collectif. 

C'est la condition et le temoignage d'une "civilisation de l'expression et de la 
liberte", ou l'on tente d'apprendre, de creer et d'echanger dans la force de l'age, 
et la vieillesse meme. 

A la difference de Los Angeles, dont on a pu dire que "chacun s'occupe a vendre 
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une seconde hypotheque a son voisin", beaucoup d'hommes et de femmes devien
nent des "entraineurs," dans le domaine des arts, des lettres, des sciences. 

On envisage, au dela des "recyclages" maintenant en vogue, un milieu ou l'en
seignement comporterait, comme les armees traditionnelles, une "active" et une 
"reserve," sans parler des facilites offertes par la television, etc. 

A !'horizon se dessine l'Universite du Nouvel Age, largement ouverte, tres 
diversifiee, non hierarchisee, avec ses services de documentation, musees, salles de 
reunion, club divers, ateliers, dont le germe se trouve dans les plus reussies des 
"Maisons des Jeunes" europeennes et l'aboutissement au plus haut niveau des 
rencontres intellectuelles. 

La richesse de tels programmes ouvre un champ de recherche immenses aux 
educateurs, sociologues, urbanistes et architectes, et on peut rever qu'ils en fassent 
les monuments et les plus grandes reussites plastiques de 1985, illustrant la parole 
de Maxime Gorl<l: "L'esthetique, c'est l'ethique de l'avenir." 

MOTORISATION 
Il semble inutile d'ajouter quelques propos aux justes inquietudes soulevees par 

!'invasion du materiel automobile, et par l'inadaptation de nos cites a ce deluge 
motorise. 

Le phenomene le plus curieux demeure peut-etre dans le fait que des villes dites 
modernes ne leur sont pas moins malcommodes que Bruges ou Montreux. 

Il est aussi inutile de se lamenter sur la "civilisation assise" que d'esperer une 
baisse de vogue de !'automobile, a la fois outil, agrement, symbole, alcove, ma
chine de sport et parfois objet d'art. 

Il n'est pas moins absurde de pratiquer comme certaines villes, la "politique du 
pire" que de s'adonner a cet "urbanisme pratique" tant prone par M. Robert 
Moses, par opposition a l'urbanisme intellectuel", qui voudrait, comme chacun 
sait, subordonner les moyens a un certain nombre de fins. En souhaitant tout de 
meme bonne chance a l'urbanisme intellectuel", rappelons que ces fins evoquent 
une hierarchie. Le Journal d'Andre Gide nous la propose: "D'abord l'ethique et 
l'esthetique, puis le social, puis le politique, puis l'economique", etc. Il semble que 
le "Groupe 1985" la confirme tacitement et nous montre la voie en evitant de 
confier d'abord aux ordinateurs la prefabrication de la destinee ou, au moins, des 
vingt ans de progres promis par le travail de tant d'hommes de bonne volonte. 

SUMMARY 
A study group set up by the Prime Minister of France has recently produced a 

little book with the title "Reflexions pour 1985", setting out some basic "facts of 
the future". From a selection of these basic facts a planner attempts to deduce 
some possible consequences. The problems which need to be solved are those of 
quality rather than quantity, since the more advanced countries are menaced by 
overproduction, both industrial and agricultural, while the less advanced countries 
are menaced by over-production of people. We are offered a few subjects for 
thought on the gap between accelerated scientific progress and the tardiness of 
innovations, promised long ago, with respect to the organized development of Man 
and the Earth. 
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Professor Bryant, of l'lnstitut d' Urbanisme at the 
University of Montreal, replies to Mr. MacKay. 

In the February, 1965 issue of PLAN, Professor R. W. G. Bryant discussed the 
question of speculation in urban land and suggested a number of policies which he 
felt would control or eliminate those effects of speculative activity he considers to 
be harmful. In the article he compared the problem of speculation in land to an 
iceberg; this note is an attempt to chip away at the iceberg from a somewhat dif
ferent angle. It is divided into three parts: a discussion of the nature of a specu
lative market; a synopsis of Bryant's model including a critique of his policy 
recommendations; and a redefinition of the problem with policy suggestions based 
on this altered framework. 

I Although he is opposed to speculation in the urban land market, Professor 
Bryant does not define what he means by speculation, nor does he explain the way 
in which speculators are able to profit through the operations of the market. It 
would be useful, therefore, to examine both of these questions before discussing 
his arguments concerning speculation and evaluating the policies which he suggests 
for the control of speculation in the urban land market. 

Speculation is not unique to the land market, but will occur in any market which 
is subject to uncertainty. It is a continuing process that is often defended as a 
means of moderating fluctuations in price and spreading those risks which are 
inherent in operations of the market. In essence, speculation consists of buying 
cheap and selling dear. A speculator buys a commodity with the expectation that at 
some time in the future the price will rise and he will be able to dispose of his 
holdings at a profit. He expects that there will be an increase in demand for the 
commodity he is holding and that such an increase will result in a higher price 
rather than an increase in supply. At worst, he expects only a small increase in 
supply in response to an increase in demand. Commodities whose supply are 
relatively inelastic to changes in price are particularly susceptible to speculation. 

A speculator does not buy a commodity because he has some use in mind for it; 
he purchases it because he expects it to rise in price. In this sense he is similar to 
many people who invest in the stock market. However, he differs from the stock 
market investor because his holding costs, and this is particularly true if he 
speculates in land, are more substantial. The costs of holding the commodity 
increase the longer the speculator holds the commodity. 

There are three critical factors which a speculator must evaluate before he pur
chases a commodity: the acquisition cost, which is determined by current market 

PLAN: Volume 6, Number 2, 1965 
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conditions; the holding cost, which is a function of the period of time he must hold 
it; and the selling price, which is determined by the relative changes in the market 
for the commodity. The only one of these over which he has any substantial degree 
of control is the period of time he is willing, or able, to hold the commodity. The 
acquisition cost and the selling price are also influenced by the actions of the 
speculator in the same way that they are influenced by any person who trades in 
the commodity. However, unless the market is severely restricted his decision to 
buy or sell will not alter the market price significantly.1 Whenever there are a large 
number of speculators in the market the profit, or gain, ( excess of revenue over 
cost) which accrues to any particular speculator will be diminished as a result of 
competition among speculators. 

The life of a speculator then is not an easy one. Not only does his expectation 
of profit depend almost entirely on the actions of others, but if he appears to be 
doing well he will face competition from other speculators who wish to get in on a 
good thing. There is no certainty that a speculator will make any profit, much less 
a large one, and the chance he may lose money is always present. 

II Whether or not Professor Bryant agrees with this description of speculation, 
he feels that the process of speculation in the land market leads to the aggravation 
rather than the moderation of price fluctuations, and more importantly, to exces
sively high prices for urban land. Not only are land prices high, but, he says, a 
large proportion of the price--he does not say how much or how it can be deter
mined-is unearned speculative gain. Although he has not attempted an analysis 
of the economics of land speculation, I shall attempt to summarize two points he 
makes with regard to land value and also to outline his implicit argument concern
ing the manner in which urban land speculators operate. 

First, the total value of a unit of land is composed of two parts, the value in its 
existing use and its development value. Development value is the difference betwen 
the value of land in its existing use and the value in its most remunerative use, or 
in appraisal terminology, its highest and best use. The existing use of most urban 
land is also its highest and best use so that for the major portion of urban land 
development value is zero. However, for some land such as that on the fringes of 
urban development, where the existing use is rural and the highest and best use is 
some type of urban development, development value may be substantial. When a 
unit of land is sold for a price which includes an element of development value, 
this value should accrue to the state rather than to the previous owner. The justi
fication for such a procedure is that any development value which accrues to a 
unit of land is primarily the result of the actions of public authorities and of society 
in general. The previous owner should receive only that portion of the sale price 
which reflects its existing use value. In this way the price of land will be kept down 
and speculation in land lessened or perhaps removed completely. 

Second, Professor Bryant puts forward a cost theory of value when he implies 
that the value of a unit of land equals the sum of its acquisition cost plus its cost 
of development which include the land's share of the cost of community services 

lif the market is so restricted that the market price is significantly influenced by the deci
sion of one individual to buy or sell, the question of monopolistic control becomes more 
important than that of speculation. 
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that are chargeable to it. If land is an area where speculation might occur, the 
price of a unit of land may be greater than its value to the extent that it includes 
the speculator's profit as well as the acquisition and development costs. The price 
of urban fringe land may include a substantial speculative gain because the supply 
of such land is fixed and therefore is inelastic to changes in price. That is, the 
reaction to an increase in demand for the land will be simply an increase in price 
rather than an increase in the quantity supplied as well as an increase in price. 
Speculators purchase land in such fringe areas at a price that reflects its existing 
value in some rural use and keep it until they can sell their holdings for a higher 
price in line with its value in its most remunerative urban use. The speculator 
makes no personal effort to increase this land value; he merely holds on to the land 
and sells when he feels he can receive a profit. 

Although Professor Bryant does not bring it out explicitly, there is a close rela
tionship between development value and speculator's profit. It may be that the two 
are identical, but there is a definitional problem involved and it should suffice 
to say that either development value contains a large element of speculator's 
profit; or that speculator's profit includes a large element of development value. 
Whichever statement is preferred, it is true that when a speculator sells urban 
fringe land the development value, or a large share of it, goes to the speculator as 
all, or part, of his profit. This statement is based on the assumption that the 
speculator's holding costs are included in the costs of development. If they are not, 
then the speculator's profit must be reduced by the amount of the holding costs 
incurred. 

The third element in Professor Bryant's argument, which concerns the method 
by which speculators are able to gamer their profits, is never stated explicitly in 
the article. They might operate in the following way. First, speculators purchase 
fringe land ( at prices which reflect only the value in its existing use) in sufficient 
quantities that they will be able to influence the market price of their holdings. 
Second, they are able to hold on to the land for a period of time long enough for 
an element of development value to accrue to the land. When they sell their hold
ings there is little or no price competition among them, so that there is no tendency 
for their asking prices to fall to the point where speculative profits are extremely 
low or even non-existent. 

Professor Bryant puts forward four policy recommendations for public action 
which he believes could be used to curb speculation and thereby lower the price 
of urban land, particularly land on the fringes of urban development. 

The first policy suggested is the use of legal regulations such as zoning restric
tions and planning controls. These regulations are primarily instruments of land 
use control and are not generally regarded as restrictions on speculation. Ordi
narily, speculators are not concerned with either the existing or projected type of 
development on their holdings except to the extent that a change in use may lead 
to higher prices in the future. 

Without legal regulations, speculation may occur anywhere depending on the 
expectations of speculators about the future. However, the imposition of legal 
regulations on land use may influence the development value of land and thus 
influence the speculators' gains. Land where the more remunerative uses are per
mitted will have greater development values than land where such uses are pro
hibited. Land which is restricted to its existing use will, in most instances, have no 
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development value. Thus the physical area over which speculation may occur is 
decreased. Such a decrease in area will not necessarily lower the amount of specu
lative activity nor the size of speculative gains. The chances are that it will not 
accomplish either one, and indeed speculative gains may increase as speculators 
concentrate their activity in those areas where the potentially more remunerative 
uses are allowed. 

Legal regulations reduce the risks which speculators must take by decreasing 
uncertainty as to where development will occur. There is no decrease in uncertainty 
as to when development will occur; therefore, there is still opportunity for specula
tion. Professor Bryant recognizes this difficulty and suggests that legal regulations 
must be accompanied by one of the other three policies~fiscal controls, the acqui
sition of development rights, or the public ownership of land. 

The second policy suggestion of Professor Bryant's is the use of fiscal policy. 
Rather than attempting to discourage speculation directly, the government tries to 
inhibit it through the use of various taxes which lower its monetary rewards. He 
distinguishes between two types of fiscal "weapons": those such as a capital gains 
tax aimed at appropriating the speculative gain; and those such as the real property 
tax aimed at increasing the speculators' holding costs. Either weapon will lower the 
speculators' net gains and they may remove it entirely. Professor Bryant's argu
ments follow the usual pattern and are widely accepted as restrictions on specula
tion, particularly, as Bryant himself recommends, when used in conjunction with 
legal regulations controlling land use. However, there is one tax he suggests, namely 
a tax on site values, which warrants some elaboration. 

The advocates of the site tax claim that, correctly administered, this tax can be 
used to encourage efficient land use development and to control speculation. 2 The 
premise underlying a tax on site values is that a unit of land has a certain value 
regardless of how it is developed. So far as most urban land is concerned, this pre
mise is not true. Once a property has been improved, the value of the site is simply 
a portion of the value of the total property and varies according to how the pro
perty is used. Similarly, the value of an unimproved site is largely determined by 
the anticipated use of the land. In both instances the value of the land is a function 
of the value, either current or anticipated, of the services that will be provided on 
the site. Unquestionably, the value of these services will be influenced by the loca
tion of the site, but the location value is itself dependent on the use. Location 
influences value because it provides access; the access, and thus the value, of a 
particular site will vary according to how the site is used. 

The advocates of the site tax ignore these characteristics of land value and, in 
the manner of St. Thomas Aquinas, look for some "true" value. The site tax may 
have some influence on the development of that land subject to the monopolistic 
criteria discussed later in the note. On the other hand, taxing land and building, 
the actual unit of value, at its market value, may well have salutary effects on the 
development of all land. 

The third policy, the acquisition of property rights by public authorities, is 
straightforward but is probably more useful as a method of controlling land use 
than of controlling speculation. It is unfortunate that the "freezing" of land values 

2For a more detailed discussion of the efficiency of the site tax as a curb on speculation, 
the reader is referred to: Turvey, Ralph, The Economics of Real Property, George Allen and 
Unwin Ltd., London, 1957, Chapter VII, particularly pp. 87-92. 
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is not examined in more detail as this appears to be an admirable method of 
removing speculation in land. It would also inhibit most non-speculative trans
actions in land and presumably this is why it is "so obnoxious as not to warrant 
further discussion". 3 There is one apparent inconsistency in Professor Bryant's 
discussion of development charges. On page 116 he suggests, as one control over 
speculation, that the state acquire the development rights in land by taxing a large 
proportion of the development value. Yet earlier, on page 115; he rejects the idea 
of a capital gains tax imposed on increments in land values. Surely both concepts 
are essentially the same, and the objections to a capital gains tax, namely discrimi
nation against investors of a particular type and difficulties of assessment, apply 
with equal force to the development charges. 

The solution which Professor Bryant advocates most strongly is that the public 
authorities acquire ownership of all land on the fringes of urban development and 
then lease this land to private developers. That is, he suggests an expansion of the 
Federal-Provincial land assembly schemes except that ownership is retained in the 
hands of some government body. Although he deals with this policy at some length 
he does not discuss all of its ramifications and implications. These can be discussed 
under three headings: the effect on speculation in land, the effect on speculation at 
later stages in the development process, and the problem of establishing an efficient 
pricing policy. 

(a) He suggests that if land on the urban fringe is owned publicly, speculative 
activity will be controlled, speculative profits will decrease, and, presumably, the 
price of land will fall-at the least its price will not rise as quickly as it has in the 
past. This may well happen so far as land on the urban fringes is concerned, but 
it will not decrease speculation within previously developed areas. It may even 
increase speculation in these areas. The argument here is similar to that used in 
the discusion of legal regulations over land use, that is, speculation merely shifts 
to another area; it does not disappear. 

An obvious solution to this problem would be for the state to acquire land 
wherever speculation might occur. The logical conclusion of this proposal would 
be for the state to acquire ownership of all land. Even if all landowners become 
tenants of the Crown in fact as well as in name, will the problem of speculation be 
solved? In other words, will individuals be able to acquire accommodation for 
commercial, industrial, and residential purposes more cheaply than they would 
without public ownership of land? This may be the result of such a program, but 
there is no reason for it to happen automatically. 

(b) The development of land from agricultural or unimproved rural land to 
improved urban properties is a complicated process, and there are opportunities 
for speculation at several stages in the process. Professor Bryant's analysis, and 
hence his conclusions, deal with speculation only at the earliest stage-the transfer 
of land from the previous owner to the developer. The speculation with which he 
is concerned is that engaged in by the rural land owner or by some third party who 
purchases the land from him and later sells it to a developer. The latter is a specu
lator in the ordinary sense of the term, while the former might be regarded as an 
inadvertent or accidental speculator. Public ownership of the land will indeed 
remove speculation at this initial stage of development. However, increasing urban 

3Bryant, op cit., pp. 117. 
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land prices and speculation in urban land result from high levels of demand for the 
services provided by the land rather than demand for land itself. Therefore specu
lation can occur at any stage in the development process. Whether the developer 
buys or leases the land from the government, he can speculate when disposing of 
his rights in the land to builders or occupants. These individuals can speculate by 
trading in their rights, and so on. An individual can speculate so long as he owns 
or leases an asset which he expects will rise in price. Of course the government 
could enforce regulations to delay speculation. This is being done now in land 
assembly projects, but the government cannot remove speculation entirely through 
the use of regulations. 

It may be that speculation at these later stages is not regarded as seriously as 
speculation in raw land because the gains accruing to particular individuals are not 
as large as the gains of land speculators. In another sense it is worse because these 
latter-stage speculators are able to increase their gains as a result of government 
ownership of land. In effect, if land is held publicly, the government subsidizes 
speculation by providing land to developers at a cost lower than they would have 
paid in the open market. 

Thus, the only equitable solution for the control of land speculation appears to 
be for the government to own and develop all land and to act as landlord as well. 
Ignoring the philosophical and political problems such a solution presents, the 
question remains, could the government administer such a policy? Considering the 
current organization of government, the answer, at least for the present is, no, it 
could not. Whether it could at some future time, and whether its administration 
would provide better accommodation than that which is provided now is open to 
debate. 

( c) Assuming that the government follows Professor Bryant's recommendations 
and does acquire ownership of the undeveloped land on the fringes of urban devel
opment, there still remains the problem of establishing a pricing policy for such 
land. Professor Bryant suggests that the price should be based solely on cost, 
including an allowance for costs not directly chargeable to the site. While this 
policy may be applicable to projects which involve a redistribution of income to 
particular groups, for example, housing for low income groups, it is not suitable as 
a general policy. 

Economists are agreed that costs of production are only one element in the 
price-detennining process. A pricing policy such as Professor Bryant suggests 
ignores a basic function of price, namely to allocate scarce resources among con
sumers in the most efficient manner. If this allocative function is not carried out by 
the market, then the distribution of land among the various uses must be done by 
the government. By necessity, this must be a somewhwat artificial method of allo
cation and the efficiency with which it is done will depend on the data available to 
civil servants and the manner in which they interpret it. Although it is possible 
such a method may be more efficient than allocation by the market, it could well 
lead to problems of misallocation far more serious than those associated with 
speculation. 

Even if the government can allocate land as well as the private market, the costs 
involved in canying out the allocation program must be considered. Whereas allo
cation by the private market is costless, the costs of public allocation are apt to be 
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substantial and should be included when testing the efficiency of the program. In 
any event, these implications of a pricing policy based solely on costs of production 
should be made explicit. 

III In his article Professor Bryant has, in this writer's opinion, made two serious 
mistakes: he has misinterpreted the role of speculators by confusing their actions 
with those of owners who have some degree of monopolistic control over the 
supply; and he has underestimated the degree of competitiveness in the urban land 
market by assuming a fixed supply of land and by paying insufficient attention to 
the influence of demand in the determination of land prices. The result of these 
mistakes is that he misinterprets the reasons for high urban land prices as well as 
the role of speculators in the determination of these prices. 

The nature of speculation was defined earlier, but the main points can be sum
marized here. Individual sellers can establish the price in a market only if they 
exercise substantial control over the total supply of the product traded in that 
market. The ownership of land, both urban and rural, is widely spread in North 
America and there is no indication that ownership is being concentrated in a few 
hands. This is not to deny that, since the location of land is fixed, the owner of a 
particular site can exercise considerable discretion as to the price at which he sells 
his holdings. As a general rule, however, no individual owns so much land that 
there are not alternative sites owned by other individuals available for development. 
Moreover, speculators, far from establishing prices in the land market, even if it 
were possible, are price-takers. They themselves do not attempt to set prices; rather 
they depend on the actions of investors and of other owners to establish the market 
price. Only if they predict correctly are they able to take advantage of higher prices 
and earn a net gain. Any landowner whose holdings are suitable for development 
in a more remunerative use can earn the same net gain as a speculator. The only 
difference between them and a speculator is that while the speculator does it as a 
full-time occupation, the other landowners seldom earn a speculative gain more 
than once in their lifetime. 

The second mistake in his analysis concerns the nature of the market for land 
and the manner in which market prices are determined. As Professor Bryant points 
out, but then apparently forgets, price is determined by the interaction of supply 
and demand. Unfortunately, he has underestimated the elasticity of supply in 
response to changes in price and has ignored the role of demand in determining 
market prices. The former is the result of his concentration on the physical, rather 
than the economic, supply of land; the latter, the result of his emphasis on a cost 
theory of value. A further ramification of this emphasis on cost is his concept of 
unearned increments in land values. This unearned element in land value, which 
has been referred to earlier as the development value or the speculator's profit, 
equals the difference between the price at which an owner sells his land and the 
sum of his acquisition costs plus his holding costs. 

Although the supply of land is fixed in physical terms, the economic supply is 
more elastic. If the supply of land is fixed, the sole response to an increase in 
demand will be an increase in price. However, an increase in the demand for urban 
land not only results in price increases but also in an expansion in the area of land 
used for urban purposes as well as an increase in the intensity with which existing 
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urban land is used. The difference in elasticity between the physical and the econo
mic supply of land is determined by the degree to which changes in demand are 
met by changes in area and intensity of use. The economic supply of land is still 
more inelastic to changes in price than the supply of many other products, but it is 
not nearly so inelastic as the physical supply. This degree of elasticity, combined 
with the widespread ownership of land, produces conditions of supply much more 
competitive than Professor Bryant suggests. 

Equally significant is the inadequate attention Professor Bryant pays to the 
influence of demand on the price of land. Since the economic supply of land is 
relatively fixed, changes in price are largely the result of factors that influence the 
demand for land. These factors vary according to the actual or anticipated use of 
the land, although size of population, income levels and trends to urbanization are 
common to all uses. The various influences on demand for land are so well known 
they need no repetition here. 

The actions of purchasers and sellers of land combine to produce the market 
and there are some general statements regarding the urban land market which 
should be noted. The price of any unit of urban land is simply a reflection of the 
market's estimate of its value. Urban land has no intrinsic value; rather it is valu
able only for the services that can be derived from it. Thus, the price of any unit 
of land is largely determined by the value of the services produced on the land. 
Presumably anyone who pays what appears to be an exorbitant price for a unit of 
land anticipates a use for it which will provide sufficient income to pay off his 
investment in land. Similarly, a land owner cannot set his price arbitrarily, for if he 
asks an excessive price he will be unable to sell the land. The assumption underlying 
these statements is that individuals are at least as rational when dealing in land as 
they are when dealing in any other commodity. 

So long as there are alternative sites for various land uses and alternative uses 
for each site, the market for urban land is competitive, albeit imperfectly so. The 
price of a unit of land may reflect monopolistic conditions in some instances, but 
for this to be the case one of two conditions must hold: (a) there is no alternative 
site for a particular use; (b) there is no alternative use for the site. In the first 
instance, the landowner is a monopolist who can set a price on his land which is 
not influenced by the pricing policies of other landowners. In the second, the poten
tial user is a monopsonist who can offer a price which is not influenced by the 
pricing policies of other potential users. If both conditions hold, there is bilateral 
monopoly and the price will be settled by bargaining. The price of land is apt to 
be too high in the first case, too low in the second, and is indeterminate in the third. 

The question of excessive speculative gains which contain large elements of 
unearned increments is not so serious as Professor Bryant maintains. Only if the 
price received for a product is regarded as simply a reward for the effort required 
to produce it is his claim valid. Since price also serves an allocative function and 
is, in part, a reward for risk-taking, it is difficult to accept the distinction between 
earned and unearned elements made by Professor Bryant. Furthermore, the price 
received by a speculator was paid to him by some buyer who was willing to pay 
that price. Again, assuming buyers are rational, it is difficult to justify his claim 
of unearned elements in speculative gains. In a more limited sense, however, specu
lative gains may be regarded as excessive. 
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Given the price, speculative gains will be excessive in the sense that they con
tain an unearned increment if the speculator does not have to cover all the costs 
he passes on to the buyer. Presumably the speculator, or any other seller for that 
matter, is able to pass on costs which are absorbed by some third party. As Pro
fessor Bryant points out, some part of the value of land is the result of government 
activity. If the increase in value resulting from the provision of government services 
is greater than the prices which are charged for their provision and if the differen
tial is passed on to the buyer, the gains may be regarded as excessive. Much of 
government activity cannot be reflected in terms of dollars and cents, but it is 
possible to express the benefits provided by some government services, particularly 
those provided at the municipal level, in monetary terms. If the costs of such 
government services are accounted for and assessed more accurately, excessive 
gains can be reduced. Such a procedure will not necessarily lower the price of land 
and it may, depending on the level of demand, cause it to rise. 

Professor Bryant is concerned with two questions: the improper allocation of 
urban land uses and the excessively high price of urban land. He feels that both 
these problems are somehow the result of speculation. The theme of this note is 
that speculation has little or no effect on either question and secondarily, to em
phasize the point that high land prices are as much the result of conditions of 
demand as they are of a restricted supply. 

Because his conception of speculation is incorrect, Professor Bryant's major 
policy recommendation for its control, the public ownership of land on urban 
fringes, will not solve any problems that may be associated with speculation. There 
are, however, some policies that might be instituted in order to permit the market to 
operate more smoothly and, as a result, to reduce the amount of speculative 
activity in the market. 

Speculation in any market is the result of uncertainty, which is itself the result 
of inadequate information. If the degree of uncertainty in a market is lessened, 
then the amount of speculation and the size of speculative gains will decline. There
fore, in order to control speculation, more information should be made available 
to potential investors in the land market. This information must be widely dis
seminated and must be revised as often as underlying conditions change. The list 
of information which might be made available is extensive but no doubt much of 
what is needed is already being collected. Some of the more important data which 
are needed include: geology and topography of the area, land use trends, land sale 
prices, trends in construction of residential, commercial and industrial buildings, 
stastics concerning economic growth in the municipality, and demographic data 
such as rates of population growth and rates of family formation. 

Even with increased amounts of information available, speculation in land may 
result from the use of legal controls over land use. A possible solution is to phrase 
the controls as generally as possible, to provide alternative rather than absolute 
plans of development, and to make the period of time in which controls must apply 
without deviations as short as possible. 

There are still opportunities for large unearned profits to be made from the 
development of land even if speculation is removed entirely. These are profits 
which result from one, or a few, individuals controlling a large proportion of the 
land available for development. If the supply of land is artificially restricted and 
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hence the price kept artificially high (for example, by the use of price maintenance 
agreements) monopolistic profits will result. The most efficient solution to this 
problem appears to be through the use of anti-combines legislation. 

Any problems resulting from speculation in land will be solved most efficiently 
by attacking them directly. To do this, one must understand the causes of land 
speculation and the nature of the problems which arise from it. It is the hope of the 
writer that this note will help in the comprehension of both these questions. 

RESUME 
Dans son article sur la speculation agraire, le Professeur Bryant a commis deux 

erreurs que je considere serieuses. II a, tout d'abord, mal interprete le role du spe
culateur en confondant leurs actions avec celles des proprietaires, lesquels ont un 
certain degre de controle monopolistique sur l'offre agraire. En plus, il a sous
estime le degre de competition clans le marche agraire urbain en supposant une 
offre fixe de terres et, deuxiemement, en ne payant pas assez attention a l'influence 
qu'a la demande sur la determination des prix agraires. 

Bien que l'offre agraire n'est pas aussi fixe que l'implique le Professeur Bryant, 
elle est quand meme relativement inelastique aux changements clans les prix. Con
sequemment les changements de prix sont plutot un resultat des changements clans 
la demande. Le professeur Bryant n'a pas suffisamment etudie le role de la 
demande. II est assez rare qu'un acheteur soit force d'acheter un site particulier. 
S'il debourse ce qui pourrait sembler un prix exorbitant, nous pouvons presumer 
qu'il anticipe alors un usage qui lui rapportera suffisamment pour dedommager son 
investissement clans le site. 

Le speculateur accepte les prix plutot qu'il les determine. II opere clans des 
marches qui sont sujets a un certain degre d'incertitude, et il doit accepter le prix 
existant clans ces marches· lorsqu'il vend et lorsqu'il achete. La speculation est le 
resultat d'un marche agraire relativement inefficace; la speculation ne mene pas en 
soi aux prix eleves des sites urbains. Tous les problemes pouvant etre associes a la 
speculation devraient etre attaques par des programmes visant a la reduction de 
!'incertitude associee avec le marche agraire urbain. 

Traduction en fra11fais par JACQUES R. GAGNON. 

REPLY TO MR. MacKAY 

R. W. G. Bryant 

Mr. MacKay has supplied an admirably succinct definition of speculation, with 
which I agree entirely. But I think he misses the whole point of my position, 
namely, that no sensible community would regard land as simply a commodity, on 
all fours with bales of cloth or bushels of wheat. 

This is, I think, where so many studies of land economics fail. The ordinary 
market mechanism simply does not come up with the right answers, in respect of 
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land. Otherwise, we should have no problem of slums, grey areas, scattered or 
premature subdivision. 

I had not defined land speculation in my article because that would be rather 
like defining an elephant-or a spiral staircase. Most people know the thing when 
they encounter it. A speculator is one who buys cheap with the hope and intention 
of selling dear, as Mr. MacKay truly says, and he follows that with a deadpan 
understatement, that "comodities whose supply are relatively inelastic to changes 
in price are particularly susceptible to speculation". Precisely-and land is 
obviously very inelastic in supply, especially in and around cities. Short of building 
on air rights, as at Place Ville Marie, or scooping up a riverbed, as at the Expo 
1967 site, one can't increase the supply, not even by raising prices ad lib. The 
latter, of course, is the classic way of calling forth increased supplies, and hence of 
restoring market equilibrium. It can't, with land, because land is not a product, nor 
would a properly organized society regard it, and try to deal with it, as a commodity. 

Here, I think, is where Mr. MacKay is not on my wavelength: he is using the 
tools of economic analysis for a situation which they are inappropriate. I confess 
to having been less than explicit, in a paper which itself was a very condensed ver
sion of a much longer one, on the two points where MacKay thinks I was mis
taken. I welcome the opportunity to clarify. Firstly, I have "misinterpreted the role 
of speculators by confusing their actions with those of owners who have some 
degree of monopolistic control over the supply", secondly, I have "underestimated 
the degree of competitiveness in the urban land market". With due respect to Mr. 
MacKay, I neither under- nor over-estimate either factor. 

A monopoly factor must enter into all considerations of land supply, to a greater 
or less extent-because there is only one piece of land occupying a given location. 
Especially near cities, there may be a dozen or more mutually exclusive demands 
for its use. It is not really important whether the owner is a long-time established 
farmer or a city slicker who has bought it some relatively short time previously 
with an eye to the main chance ( and perhaps some inside information as to the 
location of a forthcoming expressway or school, or whatever). The growth of the 
city is bound to multiply demands for any piece of land, on the outskirts or in the 
built-up area. In the conditions experienced in the Western world since the last 
World War, a lot of people have had a free ride at the expense of the community, 
since prices under such conditions can only move upward. It would seem that they 
have been moving upward a good deal faster than the value of money has fallen. I 
don't think that is true of commodities. 

Let us take an actual example-the Sidbec project at Becancour. A hitherto 
sleepy village is to be transformed into a busy industrial centre. To split hairs about 
the extent of monopoly value seems to be rather Byzantine. Very clearly, land 
values in the vicinity were bound to rise fast, once the location of the steelworks 
was announced. It matters little whether the land had been in one family for 
generations, or whether some of it had been acquired like the can of sardines in a 
famous Windmill Theatre sketch-"them sardines ain't for eatin', them's for buyin' 
and sellin' ". The owners would get a windfall gain, not to be explained or justified 
as a "reward for risk-taking" or any other of the factors of production identified 
by classical economics. The Quebec government, in my view, was perfectly correct 
in acquiring not only the steelworks site, but also as much of the surrounding land 
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as it could. The enhancement of value will remain where it properly belongs, 
namely, to the public. The Sidbec project will doubtless create plenty of opportuni
ties for enterprising businessmen to make legitimate profit in supplying merchandise 
and services. I do not regard land as merchandise-the Incas of Peru were far 
ahead of us in their attitudes and practice in this respect. 

Secondly, Mr. MacKay holds that I underestimate the degree of competitiveness 
in the urban land market. I refute this. Clearly, if a landowner-estate proprietor or 
speculator-holds out for a fancy price, the subdividers are going to look else
where-I could quote actual examples of this in suburban Montreal. Which is, of 
course, about as prize an example of chaos and ill-ordered sprawl as one would 
care to meet, and certainly no advertisement for the efficiency of market forces as 
a determinant of land use. One finds subdivisions stuck out in the fields, with all 
the attendant difficulties and costs of servicing, and so forth-the point is too 
elementary to labour. Interstitial land may be developed as and when, in the 
owner's own good time, almost inevitably with a large windfall for him. A lot of it, 
in my view, ought to be zoned as green belt, and permanently removed from the 
possibility of development, but one can imagine the anguished cries that would 
resound if any public authority were bold enough to mention such a thing. 

Of course there is competition between sellers. If a subdivider cannot get land 
in one direction at a feasible price, he will go in another direction. The result is 
not the beneficial effect of competition in many fields of production, but simply an 
undesirable distortion of the trend of urban growth. In any case land ought to be 
developed when and where it is desirable to develop, in the interests of the com
munity. This is not utopian-it is done as a matter of course round Amsterdam or 
Rotterdam or Stockholm, where development is not left to the tender mercies of 
subdividers. 

I do not find in Mr. MacKay's note any reference at all to these well-known 
cities, or to other specific examples. Being something of an empiricist I simply ask 
the obvious question, why cannot Montreal or New York organise its growth as 
effectively? 

To take up the thread of the discussion, I agree with Mr. MacKay that demand 
must be considered as well as supply. But the extent of possible substitution is 
strictly limited. A new expressway between A and B is bound to follow a given line 
pretty closely, if the surveyors select the alignment on purely technical grounds. 
Therefore, certain particular pieces of land must be taken-here the matter of the 
proper basis of payment for expropriation comes in and is obviously linked with 
the question of land values as a whole. I hold that the Dutch were perfectly correct 
in paying simply agricultural value for land needed for expressways. And from that 
point one is tempted to digress into the subject of "betterment" due to public 
works. 

A company seeking a suburban site for an out-of-town office block may have 
a certain degree of choice in its location, but it will obviously be attracted to cer
tain strategic sites, like Eglinton in Toronto, or Bloor/Yonge, or the corresponding 
Cremazie/Metro intersection in Montreal-or expressway intersections. That is 
obvious. The land values will have risen by reason of subway or expressway con
struction. It is all very well for Mr. Mackay to say that "anyone who pays what 
appears to be an exorbitant price for a unit of land anticipates a use for it which 
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will provide sufficient income to pay off his investment". True, but this doesn't 
answer my question, which is, what rational, equitable, or moral justification can 
there possibly be for permitting certain fortunate owners of land to have a free 
ride at the expense of the community at large? 

I cannot agree, in practice as distinct from theory, that land prices may reflect 
monopolistic conditions only where (a) there is no alternative site for a particular 
use, (b) there is no alternative use for a site. A great city grows-and the direc
tions of its growth are pretty well determined by physical factors, natural or man
made, so that demand is constantly ahead of supply. I repeat, normal market 
adjustments simply do not operate in these circumstances. The results of attempt
ing to pretend that they do were very graphically set out in "House and Home" 
for August 1961. 

There is no easy way out. I regard private ownership of land, in fee simple, as 
an obsolete social institution, but there is always a long time-lag before social 
institutions catch up with social conditions and needs. I do not, therefore, cry for 
the moon. I simply restate my conviction that the only sensible way of dealing with 
the related problems of speculation, development values, and "betterment" is for 
an important proportion of urban and suburban land to be in some form of public 
ownership, allied with vigorous management and firm control of what goes where. 
If Mr. MacKay thinks this is impractical, I can only suggest that he should take a 
look at some the West European cities where the municipal director of real estate is 
a key man. I am not talking in theoretical abstractions, however much I appreciate 
the value of Mr. MacKay's contribution. 

RESUME 
M. MacKay a bien voulou definir la speculation, je crois que c'etait inutile. En 

effet, point n'est besoin de definir un elephant. ... II admet que les denrees dont 
l'offre est relativement stable par rapport a la demande sont particulierement 
attrayantes pour les speculateurs. Evidemment, le terrain se trouve dans cette cate
gorie. D'accord! 

Mais le sol n'est pas un produit, et les lois nonnales de !'analyse economique ne 
conviennent pas a !'analyse du probleme fonder. Nulle societe evoluee et bien orga
nisee ne peut traiter le sol comme une denree--c'est un bien commun de la collec
tivite tout entiere. 

Les anomalies du probleme foncier dans nos agglomerations urbaines n'ont rien 
a voir avec les nuances d'une analyse strictement theorique. Trop de proprietaires 
ou speculateurs s'enrichissent au depens de la collectivite, sans pourtant n'avoir 
rien ajoute aux procedures de la productivite-ils sont, de ce fait, des parasites. Les 
directions et les formes de l'accroissement de nos villes sont distordues par les pra
tiques actuelles de notre regime foncier. 

La seule fa~on raisonnable de pallier a cette situation, c'est que la collectivite elle
meme devienne, a une vaste echelle, proprietaire du terrain. II n'y a ici rien d'anor
mal-c'est au contraire tres normal pour maintes villes europeennes. 
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